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I sm very pleasantly m m ® of a deep ssass of grati
tude which T feel toward m mm toor of people without whose
aid 1 could set have eoapleted this study* §© Begone
Holfanwr** 1*1*, who suggested the profclen la M s Ingllsh 595
soars# I ©we tpeeial tfcoake for M e ©«sidei»tl©a# M e loy
alty and Me help hath m a friend «od a senior* So M e
wife Margie I ©we m eossiderabl# amount of coffee sat not &
few opoilod plane* f© the lew* 0* 1, Crowley, C*3*B*« Bh*B,
1 ©w# m m m & g m m t and a eyapatheti© reading* f© lew*. J. P*
0*Meax»* C«8*B«9 Fh*l*». I owo a reading wMeh ©hanged and '
•Improved sosie first iapvoooleBfti to Arthur Podley* Ph»£. *
•and Hohert Walton, If*A*, I owe continued «afi helpful asslsianee in the dieeovoxy ©# objectivity m& e©h@larly diataneo*
fo,ih® staff of the Aoamptlea University Mhrary I owe
valuable time and material which they tirelessly gay® and
gathered* fo ay typist Mrs* Helen laherer I mm a valour
beyond any ©all to duty*.

Qh"*1

And to my wife Bernadette and ay daughter Mary-Allysoa ^
1 ©we, faith* patlenee, sanity -and o round and'happy world
when everything was flat and dry and ready to explode*
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ASSfBAOf

of this *tudy lies s. proble® about the

form ami structure of flasnas Wolf#*# first novel heclc.
Homeward* Angel* In the first chapter, four critical posi
tion® that war® prominent before 195 § are explored* there
wars the#® who saw a® £ © » , thee® who saw no need for f # » i
those who saw reoogiliaabie though adapted

ant those

who believed that Wolf# was creating a hew aesthetic of
his own.

Holding this latter view three doctoral candidates,

Irving litilperia, heater Hart and lurry l i M a analysed the
entire tetralogy of Wolfe1® woait hut eeat to differing ©onelusion®,

fhms the need for nova work m s establish®#*,

the eeeoad chapter preseats Wolfe .*• own intention®
as a writer particularly as they wore voiced by hi®, in let
ters written, before the publication of his novel*

la this

way every effort ha# been mad# to avoid judgement# made by
the author which may have been the result of critical re
views.
fhe third chapter set® out to show that Wolf®*# inten
tion to capture la hi® fiction an 'enormous vision of life
leads us to the place where we can accept the probability
of the structuring device of juxtaposition, (the placing of

two thing®, most often opposite®, side by side in order to
lead the mini of the reader to an -intuitive fusion an# a
new totality)*

A plausible genesis in the dialectic of

Hegel is suggested*
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1

fbe last thard® eteptora trace ttoasgh * deaonstmtion
fro® ibe text tha priaeifle of juxtaposition as it ©an. be
seen at works first. Is tte m y th© eteraeters are created
and related to sank- ®ttert seeosiiy, is tow tto controlling
ideas or tSemes are armngei,, and iMrdly, Is, tte m y the
figarati** lasgmage illustrates tfe» tbesse. and furthers the
purposes of tto nornl*
'fbree aygeaiioes oostlase the work respeotimly of the
last three ■etegter# .is a swasary form and they indicate the
muster of tines and page# where certain

5nxta#oaitl©ns
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reear*

IITHODUCflOl
Thomas Wolf®, who began his literary carter with th«
publication of hook Homeward, ton#1 in 1929, has b®«m alter
nately glorified and vilified by hi® critics*

As Pickard

Walser ha® pointed' out in hi® Introduction to 'The Enigma of

Thomas Wolfe* hi® works have, on the one hand, been described
by such adjectives

m

"enormous” , "discerning", "superb",

"gargantuan" and, on the other, they have been labelled by
such.terms a® "bulky", "formless", "fatuous", "sprawling"
and "undisciplined"« This diversity of critical opinion
challenges the .student in an excellent area of study*

I have

chosen the novel, .took Homeward, Angel, as subject for a close
study and a detailed structural' analysis.

It will be my objective to establish that a major prin
ciple of for® dominates th© structure of this work.

I am

convinced that such a principle operating through the devel-opment of th# novel raises it above th# criticism which clas

sifies it as "bulky", "formless", "fatuous", "sprawling" and
"undisciplined".

This examination will, I hope, give real

and scholarly substantiation to.th® formerly Intuitive belief
of all those who consider look Homeward* Angel as one of th®

great novels of the American literary heritage,
Th© defence which I propose doe® not include an ex
haustive study of'all th# critical■writing on Wolf#*® work
since such a study is independent of my task in examining

1
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took Homeward. Angel In the light of its formal structure.
A brief summary of -the more prominent critical positions on
Wolfe is necessary, however, because much of this criticism
is concerned with the problem of form in Wolfe’s works,

I

have closely examined previous scholarship so that 1 may
present the four basis positions which are held by .his critics.
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CHAPflB I
OEifics r e viewed
The first position is held by those critic® who main
tain that Thomas Wolfe* .despite the fact that he was a cre
ative geniu®, ruined his art through © disregard of formal

design.

Among those who hold this view* Bernard Be Voto is

perhaps the most vociferous*

He has'Written that* although

& great

Wolfe wrote some of the finest fiction of our day

part of his work is not fiction at all but simply material
with which he struggled only to be defeated in the

An

other oritio who align® .himself with Be Vo t o .is Dayton Kohler.
He has said that Wolfe failed as a novelist because he tried

to evade the responsibilities of his form.

Kohler believes

that one of the first structural laws of th® novel is that it
must be a communication of experience realised in term® of
character and situation.

In his estimation* Wolfe did not

obey this formal law because he could not express his larger
meaning through the form of the immediate story.
2
instead upon the use of rhetoric and apostrophe*

He fell back

Hubert Venn Warren and John Peale Bishop, too* belong
to this first group of critics for they praise on the one
hand and condemn on th# other.

Agreeing that Wolf# had an

1 Bernard Be Vote, "Genius 1® lot Enough" in Hichard
Walser, editor* The BftUaa of Thomas Wolfe. (Cambridge, Hass*
Harvard University Press, 1§F3'I, P*""l4£*
2 Dayton Kohler, "Thomas Wolfes' Prodigal and Lost",
College English, October 1939* Vol. I, No. 1, p. 9
3
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3

enormous talent; both of their voices are raised as one In
demanding that th® meaning of; the novel be reflected In its
structure*

Indeed, they are agreed in stating that there is

little if any structure at all in his workt
It is interesting to not® that on® element is common
to all the criticism which reflects the first position I have
outlined.

All of th® critics in this group argue from the

point of view that there is a definitely established aesthetic
for th® novel and that they are Justified in their analyses

because they are only demanding adherence to this aesthetic.
Many other critics are not so certain that a formal
design or shape exists for th® novel*

Somerset Maugham, for

example, goes so far as to insist that our great novels ar«
formless and unwieldy*:

In his estimation, those authors who

lose themselves in hug®, loosely-constructed and intimate
works create a rambling story which permits them to penetrate

the psychology of curious characters so that they may capture
a peculiar sense of reality*

Ifeughaa believe® that a great

number of our best novelists writing in English have found in
rigid form a sort of airlessness which let® life slip through
5
their fingers,
3 Robert Penn Warren, “The Hamlet of Stomas Wolfe”, in
Richard A, falser, editor,
clt., p, 120.
4 John P®ale Bishop, ”fh« Sorrows ©f fhoaa® Wolfe”, in
John Ransom, editor, fh® Kenyon Critics (lew Yoiki World
Publishing Company, 1951/, p* 5*
5 W. Somerset Maugham, fh® Summing Bp (lew American
Library, A Mentor Booki Hew Yoj* T 'XfSlT» PP. 131-132,
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Maugham*e.conception of form In the novel leads us to
the second group of critics,

Betty Thompson appears to agree

with Maugham in asking this pertinent question about Thomas
Wolfe*

"In what heavenly repository rests the Platonic pro

totype of the novel?^

George Steven®, too, -ha® decided that

formlessness did no permanent harm to Wolfe *s work,

.Wolfe

was, according to Stevens, a writer of magnificent fragments
7

which were so good that he "could get away with anything,**
Lee Allen adds hi® voice in support of this second group of
critics in saying, "But in spite of his faults, th© guy

could write like hell.$
The third critical position is held by those who find
a recognisable.form in Wolfe *s work, t In many Instances this
fora has fallen into disuse or disfavor.

Some critics have

complained that Thomas Wolf©*® work was too autobiographical
and others like'John Chamberlain have claimed that look
Homeward. Angel is not a novelist’s novel and therefor® there
are quite a number of intelligent devotee® of fiction who
find its rough, fluid pattern too easy for their tastes.

The

answer to them according to Mr, ■Chamberlain is that it 1® un
fair to condom a good chronicle novel simply because the

Q
chronicle, through over emphasis has fallen out of fashion,
6 Betty Thompson, MThomas Wolfe * Two Decades of Crit
icism" in Hichard. A, Waleer, editor, o&» cit,, p. 306,
7 George Stevens, "Always Looking Homeward", Saturday
Review of Literature. June 24, 1939, Vol. XX, Ho* 9, P* 6.
8 Lee Allen, "Wolfe in Retrospect", American Mercury.
March 1947, Vol, LXIV, Hu. 279, P. 381,
9 John Chamberlain, "Look Homeward, Angel", The Bookman
December 1929), Vol, MX, Ho* 4, p, 449,
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Henry Seidel Canby considers Of Time and the. River, the
sequel to hook Homeward, Angel, a picaresque novel. He states
that structure in the ordinary narrative sense is lacking*
instead, 11the distraught mind of a poet of th© twenties is
Picaro, and he seeks through incident®'and adventures a spir-

10

itual home11.
The fourth group of critics believe that Wolfe at
tempted to create new forms as the basis for his work,

W.P.

Albrecht has said that the temporal logic of a Farewell to
Arms or even the unity of character development found in Of
H a g . jgfiaSfi&

The portrait o|,

cannot be found in Wolfe1s work.

Artist as a Young. Man,
According to. this critic,

it is the feeling of time - of flux and permanence - which
unifies each of the completed novels and the four novels of

11

Wolfe’s career considered as one.

Mr* Albrecht hints at some

thing buried in the metaphoric texture.

The form to which he

alludes depends upon the theme of time and the recurring
motifs, images and symbols.

Albrecht seems to be interested

d

in both the abstract and the concrete use as formalizing prin
ciple®.

Louis D, Rubin, Jr., says that Wolfe is far from form

less, but he does not agree with the concept that Wolfe’s idea
of time is the unifying principle,- - According to him the form
of Wolfe's novels depend upon the principle of development
which carries the autobiographic protagonist from immaturity
toward maturity, from rebellion toward acceptance, from roman10 Henry Seidel Canby, **The liver of Youth**,., in Richard
Walser, editor, on. oit., p. 135,.
11 W, P. Albrecht, «Time As Unity in Thomas Wolfe**, in
Richard Walser, editor, o£. oit., p. 240.
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tioism toward realism*

Social consciousness■and the discov

ery of America’b true greatness are also parts of this
larger development*

It is a progression from anguished,

first person art toward the kind of artistry represented in
th® Hills Bevoadi third person, objective representational
fictlol?

Mr. Rubin seems to be describing what could be ■

classified as an apprenticeship novel.
■ Both Joseph Warren Beach and Georg® Snell find■simi
larities between Wolfe*s novels and music*

Mr* Beach says

Wolfe’s writing is like th© music of Wagner, Strauss and

13

Tchaikowsky.

Mr, Snell has gone further and explained what

he means by the similarity between Wolfe’s novels and the
fora associated with romantic music.

According to him,

Wolf© demonstrates the recurrent themes and long swells of
counterpoint and development whieh are a part of this mu
sical form.

In this way the four novels of Wolfe’s career

become four panels in one gigantic novel and through musi
cal form have a beginning, middle and end,

Mr, Snell has

also pointed out that he agrees with Mr. Albrecht in seeing
time as the central concept in Wolfe’s books.

They are in

this way related in kind to Proust’s similarily immense novel,
•
j

Remembrance of Things fast. Bike Proust, Wolfe may be taken
as an author who attempted to recapture experience, to re-

§

§

12 Louis D, Rubin, Jr., Thomas Wolfet The Weather of
«
CLouisiana State University friesi Baron Rouge,

15 Joseph Warren Beach, American Fiction jS&rWSL
(The Macmillan Company! lew York, 1948), p, 211.
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create the Impressions and; reactions of his life ant thus
®ak® time stand
I© sumary ©f the critical opinion® held on Wolfe
would be satisfactory that: tit not attempt to bring the read
er up to tat®.

For this reason it will be necessary to ex

amine carefully th© latest research available.

In 1956 and

1997, three student® received doctoral degrees for their
dissertations on fhomaa Wolfe* and each one considered the
problem of form in all four of th© novels, considered as a
single unit,

Bach student, independently of the others, came

to the conclusion that Wolfe show® more form than he had been

given credit for by earlier critic®.

Nevertheless, they dis

agreed with each other on the exact nature of the formal
principles at work,

Irving' Halperln begins his doctoral dissertation by
admitting that Wolf® shows a certain lack of controlled for
mal design, but he goes on to say that readers do feel a
sense of unity pervading Wolfe *s novels and he suggest® that
the student must account for this unity,

Mr, B&lperin states

that it is Wolfe*® world, which suggests th® endless flow of

human experience in a continuous process of expansion that
is the center of all form in Wolfe*@ work,

According to him

all the novels **open out** and they are to be considered in

terms of accumulative process rather than in terms of formal
structure.

In this way the basis of unity is in a controlling

idea - th# quest of a hero,

M s

hero called Eugene Sant and

14 George Snell, fhe Shapers gf American fiction (E,P.
Dutton and Company: lew York, 1947}, p. 130,
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■*%-other

times Gteorge Weber can -be readily ■identified with

Thomas Wolfe'and it is M s search, for order and maturity in

M ® life and art which i s 'the quest*

This quest fellows the

pattern of the apprenticeship novel in that the her© attempts
to !..fini a personal salvation by adjusting to M s fellow men*
But unlike th© hero of the typical apprenticeship novel.,
Wolfe'
1e her©'doe© not make any sueh permanent adjustment, The
growth of the hero and his quest doe® sot follow a straight
line ant the controlling idea of Wolfe"*© novel© which Is
growth to maturity often mesas confusion and vacillation*
there is, .however, according to Mr* Halperin* a certain shape
to the novel, a recurring four part pattern which runs through
the entire work*

In th® first part of this pattern, the hero

escapes fro® whatever circumstances are frustrating M s devel
opment? in th® second, he feels either lost or trapped by his
fury? in the third,' he return© to his. roots in th# past, usu

ally through recall memory, for th® purpose of defining M s
values and giving hi# life direction,

in the last part of

th® pattern he attempts to adjust to the world through self16
experlmentat1on and increasing self-awareness.
It can b® readily seen that Mr, Halperin believes that
the basis of unity la Wolfe*s work is the life of th# hero
readily identified -a® Wolfe himself*. .Hr, Halperin calls this
a controlling idea, th# quest of the her® for order and
maturity.
16 Irving Halperin,
the Kovels of Thomas Wolf®,'Doctoral dissertation, submitted
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Larry Jerome Rubin in M e dissertation seeks for the
secret of Wolfe’s form in recurring themes and Images and
according to M m there are five major themes#

It is inter

esting to note that th© ’•quest’1 theme so prominent a part of
Mr# Helperin’s analysis is only one of the themes mentioned
by Mr# Kabia and according to him it is pronounced only in
Of time and the River Mid |he Web and the Rook. Mr# Rubin
states that the theme which is central to Wolfe’s first
novel Look Homeward. Angel is "the lost paradise'”,

fhis theme

of the “lost paradise” appear® much less frequently in the
last three books but its concept is important because the
themes in the other books seem to spring directly or indi
rectly from it.

Mr. Rubin states that since Wolfe feels that

birth bring.® loss of enchantment and sine© birth is an event
taking place at a point in the past any means by which he can
make the past live again will serve to bring M m closer to
the paradise he once knew.

Events prior to M s birth are

preferable, since then he was still in paradise but events
of his own cMldhood are also eminently worthy of recrea
tion because the echoes of the lost paradise are then still
relatively strong and because during M s childhood he still
enjoyed a measure of the innocence and security M s soul
knew in heaven#

In this same way the theme “halting the

flow of time” and the author’s obsession with time and M s
attempts to recapture the past through memory are intimate
ly woven together,with the concept of the lost paradise.
Mr. Rubin mentions that the theme of “alienation” is also
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II

the direct result of the loss of prenatal paradise since the

hero feels: like a stranger on the earth and thus he suffers
a profound; and haunting feeling .of not belonging.

This

feeling of alienation results in the quest for an earthly
paradise of love and fame and thus the *quest11 theme is
motivated by the hero #s -sens®- of'having lost M s heavenly
paradise*

Shis search for a substitute paradise in this

life is a kind of compensation and this becomes the them© of
the two middle novels gf ffmt and the liver, and fhg, Web and
the Rock,

fh® feeling of alienation, however, is not re

solved until a maturing sens© of social consciousness, w M o h
Is the theme of th® last novel, You Oah’t gg, Home M a i n ,
makes the her© aware that he is indeed a member of the family'
of mankinif
As convinced as harry lubin that recurring themes are
the basis of form is Wolfe’s novels is the third student' to

receive hie doctoral degree, heater E. Hurt, who in the fall
of 1956 submitted his dissertation to the University of Min
nesota,

Even though there is agreement between these two

scholars on the nature of the formal thematic principle which
binds Wolfe’s novels together, they disagree completely as to
the major themes, .All of the themes discussed by Mr, Rubin
were personal, belonging to the life of the hero Eagenej th©
lost paradise, alienation, th© idea of stopping the flow of
time, the quest,' and the hero’s sense of.social consciousness.
16 Larry Jerome Rubin, Image and fhea® in the Tetralogy
of Thomas Wolfe. Doctoral Disserlat'ion suBiaifted to~Emory Uni~
v e r H W T l S l T p p . ' 7-10.
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On the other fean&,"Mr«" Start finds that the central themes
©re ©11 social in nature and are only incidentally related ■
to Eugene.

Th© themes that he finds are. all related to

American culture#

According to Mr, Hurt’s analysis Thomas

Wolfe believed that American culture is characterized by
division and fragmentation and it lacks cohesion and pattern*
Th® central theme, therefore, according to him,, is that Amer
icans are peculiarly a nomadic people, a race of wanderers
©©arching for a way, a door, for a form which 'will Impose
order on the chao® of their lives*

Mr, Hurt finds through

a close reading of Wolfe’s four novels three aspects of this

fragmented culture.

The first and by far the most important

is the division between the spirit of the craftsman and that
of' the owner of property, - that is - property held for the
purpose of profit#

these two divisions find their chief

representatives in the characters of Sant and Eliza, the
father and the mother of the protagonist,

Sant represent©

the craftsman, the skilled Individual who actually make®

something,

He 1® in this sense an artist more interested in

creativity than in profit,

Eliza on the other hand represents

the worst in capitalist exploitation*
the profit motive.

Everything is Judged by

Hr* Hurt goes on to say that a further

fragmentation of American culture Is the direct result, ac
cording to Wolfe’s views, of the class struggle and this is
representative of the split developing between Horth and South,
between city and village cultures, where the male line of crafts

men belongs to the cities ©f the north and ■the female line of
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13
profit-devourlng owners belongs to -the villages of the sout&J
..la tliia way Mr* Hurt-veers dramatically away from other

■critics la M s analysis, for .he sees Wolfe as a serious ana
lyst of American culture rather them, as an artist whose work
is a lyrical expression of a personal universe,

I have

chosen to explore th© views of these most re

cent scholars at greater depth, not only because 1 want to
demonstrate that continued disagreement exists, and thus the
need for more research, but because I want to show how ay
own view proceeds from their views and synthesizes them.
Summarizing the .views of the critics in terms of my
own opinion and i n ,th© light of my own analysis is a rela
tively simple matter.

It is obvious that I cannot agree

with either of th© first two positions held by the critics
since I have already stated that I believe that there is a
strong structural principle at work in Wolfe’s first book
and I cannot deny or even minimize through lauding other lit
erary virtues the effect of this formalizing element,

My

whole thesis is in direct dispute with these critics,
Ihe t M r d position which seeks to align Wolfe’s work

with other literary masterpieces or with other established
forms is praiseworthy in terms of a system of classification,
but it fails to stress what is perhaps more important; the
isolation of that element or those elements which make any

good work of art different and original,

for this reason it

seems important to me to view hook Homeward. Angel from witMn

II Lester 1, Hurt, 4 House, Divided? 4 -§-tudy of them©, in
fhomas Wolfe ’a lovels. Doc toral Dissertation s^iit^Eed W the
tfnfversifyKflrnesota, 1956, pp, 17-21,
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Its own structure to see the principles of its own growth,
and its own life as art,

this is why a close reading and a

close structural analysis is necessary#
I have no argument with the fourth position taken toy
the earlier critics or with the scholars who have recently
received their doctoral degree© except to say that they did
not go far enough.

It seems to me that each has stressed

only one side of the issue and that none of then have ac

counted for the positions held by the others#

The advantage

of my position is that it not only allows for these other
views tout it also makes use of them in harmony with each other.
Under the principle of form which I call Juxtaposition the
clash of opposition is welcome, .indeed, it is essential:#
Before I begin to discuss this principle and its oper
ation, however, it will toe necessary to look at the work of

one more critic —

Wolfe himself#
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CHAPTER IX
AN EXPLORATION OP WOLFE’S IITBfTION AS A WRITE!
Iii tills chapter I propose to explore Wolfe*a inten

tions as a writer particularly as they were voiced by him
in letters written before the publication of .Look Homeward.
Angel. Certain published

remarks made by him after 1929

will also be studied if it can be demonstrated that they
follow directly from, and elaborate upon his intentions con
cerning the novel*

The point of this review is to establish

what was intentional in the writing of the novel as distinct

from explanations made afterward

m a response to critical

opinion*
It will be shown that Wolfe had two specific inten
tions which he wanted to implement in Look Homeward. Angel.

First, he wanted to use his own life, his own experience on
every level of understanding and emotion a® the source of
the vision of life which he had, and which he expected the

novel to reflect*

Second, he wanted to reveal that hie vi

sion of life was essentially dichotomous, that he was acutely
conscious of opposites in conflict*

He hoped to start with

the most basic division, life as it is lived by a human with
in himself— -introverted, and life as it is lived in the world
with others—

extroverted*

In 1926., Wolf© wrote to Mrs* f, M. Roberts, a high
school teacher who influenced him greatly during his early
*5
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years*

In this letter he gives us a preview of th© hook

which was to become look Homeward. Angels
I have begun work on a novel •... its unity is
simply thiss I am telling the story of a
powerful creative element trying to work it®
my,toward an essential isolations a creative
solitude| a secret life— its fierce struggle®
to wall this part.of its life away from birth,
first against the public and savage glare of
an unbalanced nervous brawling family group|
later against school, society, and th# barba
rous invasion® of the world | la a way the book
marks th® progression toward freedom! in a way
toward bondage— but this did not matter* to me
the one is as beautiful as the other .... dust
subordinate and leading up to the main them#
is as desperate and bitter a story between two
people as you ever knew— a m m and his wife—
th© one with an inbred, and also instinctive,
terror and hatred of property; the other with
a growing mounting lust for ownership that
finally is tinged with mania— a struggle that
end® in decay, death, desolation**
In this statement we see

two strong themes emerging*

The

first is a desire for an essential isolation belonging to
th© artist.

It is a longing to live in separation from all

social groupings, the family, society, and all those things

which Wolfe calls “the invasion of the world**
is predominant here.

Introversion

The other theme is that revealed in

the story of a bitter struggle between a man and hi® wife
who represent opposite fore#®*

They are caught up in a

mortal battle over the ownership of property and the use of
that property for making a profit.*

This second theme involves

economic issues and is essentially sociological*

These two

these® oppose each other*
1 Thomas Wolfe, “Writing is % Life* Th® lovelist
Under fire*, The Atitentle Monthly* Vol. 1791, Ho.» 2, February
1947, p. 6S.
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In M s dissertation, Mentioned in the last chapter,
Mr* Hurt has explored the implications of the second them®,
that is, Wolf©*® sociological interest in all four of the
novels.

On the other hand, Mr. Subin, la- Ms. dissertation,

has studied the implications of the theme contained .in the
private and hurled life of the protagonist who is readily
identified

m Wolfe himself* Each scholar seems to

he un

aware of the work of th© other and neither of them explain®
why these two contrasted themes exist in the same work, side

by side.

If we study some of th© other statements Wolfe

made in letters before the publication of look Homeward,
Angel, we can begin to see how'these two themes grew in M e

mind.
Considering the first theme* we know that, at Harvard,
Wolfe studied the English Eoaaatie poets under the guidance
of John Livingston Lowes and that he was particularly moved
by Coleridge.*

In Another letter that he wrote to Mrs*

Roberts he said*

I wish I could tell you more of my hook* I
shall call it Alone. Alone for the idea that
broods over it1 M 'i n ^ f a n d behind it is
that we are all strangers upon this earth we
walk on* That naked and alone do we come into
life, and'alone a stranger each to each we live
upon it* The title as you know, I have taken
from the poem I love best, THE Bill of th®
AlOIHJT MARINES*
But Wolfe also saw himself as a kind of social re
former, for he has saids
I will step un toes, I will not hesitate to
say what 1 think of those people who shout
2 Elisabeth Howells, editor, The Letters of Thomas
Wolfe. New York, Charles Scribner*® Sons,.
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progress, progress, progress— when what they
mean 1® more ford automobile®, more Rotary
Club®, more Baptist Ladies* Social Unions,
What I shall try to 'get into their little
pint measure minds is,,,that there is beauty
in this world, - beauty even la this wilder
ness of ugliness and provincial!sm,5
In this same social vein Wolfe has said, "by instinct, by
inheritance, by every natural sympathy and affection of my
life, my whole spirit said feeling is irreetibly on the side
of th© working class".^

In thee© remarks w© see the same

dichotomy in Wolfe*s thinking.

He is concerned with the

beautiful, with the imaginative and unearthly quality which
spring® out of private fantasy.

On the other hand he real

ises that a man. has to work in society and' be a part of it.
Both of these aspects are part of Wolf®1® total vision
of life and he has said that his task 1st
to know life and to understand it and interpret
it without fear or favor, This,,,is a man's
work and worthy of a m u 1® dignity, for life Is
not mad® up of sugary, sticky, sickening Edgar
A, Guest sentimentality, it is not mad® up of a

dishonest optimism, God i® not always in His
heaven, and all is not right with the world. It
is not all bad, but it is not all good, it is not
all ugly, but it 1® not all beautiful, it is life,
the only thing that matter®.5
Again, Wolf© has written in a letter to his uncle, Henry A,

Westall, "I write because I want to do the best that's in
me, to create ay vision of life as I have seen jand known it
and to leave something some day that may have, I hope some

3 John Skally Terry, editor, Thomas Wolfe's Letters
to His Mother. Hew fork* Charles Scribner*& Sols,
*"'P, 50.
4 Thomas Wolfe, "Writing is My Life", on,'oit.. p. 57,
5 SEias .Wolfe1.® Letters to g|s Mother,- pp* 49-50,
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6

enduring value.”

Above all, Wolfe’s view was inclusive

for lie tea said of life, *11 la savage, cruel, Kind, noble,
passionate, selfish, generous, stupid, ugly, beautiful,
joyous— it is all these and more and it is all these I want
7

to know* "

Here pairs of opposites are at work* beauty and ugli
ness, nobility and savagery, kindness and cruelty, selfish
ness and generosity, etc*

Wolfe could not be satisfied with

any statement about life which did not take into considera
tion the necessary fact that opposite® exist side by side.
A beautiful summary of his vision of life can be
gleaned from an early letter written to his mother.

He say©

about his own experience,

When spring eomes I think of a cool, narrow
back-yard in North Carolina with green damp
earth, and cherry trees in blossom* I think
of a skinny little boy at the top of one of
those trees, with the fragrant blooms about
him, with the tang of sap in his nose, looking
out on a world of baek-yards, and building his
castles in Spain, That ’s beauty, that’s ro
mance. I think of an old man In' the grip of
a terrible disease, who thought he was afraid
to die, ■but who died like a warrior in an epic
poem. That’s beauty. I think of a boy of 26
years heaving his life away and gasping to re
gain it, 1 think of the frightened glare in
his eyes and the way he seizes my hand and
cries MWhat have you come home for.** I -think
of the lie that trembles in my throat, I think
of a woman who sits with a face a® white and
as set as if it were cut from marble, and whose
finger® can’t be unclasped from his hand. And
the boy of' 18 sees and knows for the first time
that more than a son is dying, that part of a
mother is being buried- before her,— life and
death*, That something that she nursed and
6 £&• letters gf

Thorny Wolfe, p.

317.*

? Thomas Wolfe’s betters^to His Mother, p. 50,*
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loved, sometiling out of her blood, out of
her life Is taken away. It’s terrible but
it’s beautiful#8
low we earn understand that the boy at the top of the
tree is Wolfe hlmselfj that the man is his father? that the
boy who heaves his life away is his brother Ben? and, that

the woman with the white face is Wolfe *s mother,

Incorpo

rating all these experiences into his first novel, Wolfe is
simply saying that all experience— no matter how tragic—
genuinely lived, constitutes beauty,

fhis is the vision of

life which he intends to write about.
But Wolfe wished to include more than the elements of
hi® early .and tortured life in hi© vision*

In order to be

come all-inclusive in his view of life, he intended to travel
widely, to acquire more knowledge and to live intensely.
says, "I will go everywhere and see everything,

all the people I can*

He

1 will meet

I will think all the thoughts, feel

all the emotions 1 am able, and I will write, write, write,"

Q

He has said further that "he will know this country when he
ie through as he knows the palm of his hand and he will put

it on paper and make it true and beautiful,"^
low we can understand Mr, Halperin*s view that the
unity in Wolfe*.® work comes from the maturing process in his

hero,

And, since Wolfe*a heroes can b© so readily identified

with himself, it is his own life and his own maturity which
is at the centre of his work.
8 Ibid,, p. 51*

Wolf© may have summed up hie

(m Italics)

9 IMi-t P*.52*.
10 Ibid.,, p, 50,
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intention when, he wrote

may wind up the whole thing

with a hook which will tryf to tell through the hundreds of
members of one family the whole story of America.*'

11

Wolfe

evidently sees all serious: writing as autobiographical* We
are particularly conscious of this after the publication'of
Look Homeward* Angel for in a letter of February, 1930, he

wrote to Mrs* Margaret Hobertst wThe work I create is always
inside me, and never outside as.*-*and what reality I can
give to what

1 ©rest® comes'only from within, This relation

to actual experience I have never denied, but every thinking
person knows that such a relation is inevitable, and could
12
not be avoided unless man ©an live in a vacuum*#**
In the message to the reader which introduces look
Homeward. Angel. Wolfe says, ’'notion is not fact, but fic
tion is fact selected and understood, fiction is fact ar

ranged and charged with p u r p o s e , fhis definition repre
sents an aesthetic view which, lends to fiction a role more

significant than that ordinarily conceived. Although Wolf®
is not unique in his aesthetic view of fiction, it is impor
tant to notice that he believed a work of fiction to be depend
ent upon actual experience in the form of facts and that he
also understood the importance of the process of selection
in creating a work of fiction, Th® author of fiction must be
extremely careful about the incidents, characters and actions

11 Ibid* * p. 293,
12 The letters of Thomas Wolfe, p. 220*
13 Thomas Wolfe, look Homeward. Angel. lew York,
Scribner’s Library edition,
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which he selects as part of his story since fiction, as far
as Wolfe is concerned, is fact understood, interpreted and
made meaningful. Since Wolfe depends upon his own real ex
periences, he attempts to

remember and to understand every

shade of colour, every sound, every smell.

Experience has

passed through his creative insight mid ha® been charged with
purpose.

He is not satisfied with understanding and inter

preting experience merely on the sense level.

He realizes

that experience should pass from sense knowledge to concep
tual knowledge*

On this level, th© individuating accidents

of sense are dropped as the experience generates an Idea which
is true not only of this particular experience but also of many
others,

Thus a particular train, for instance, the now famous

Pullman car K-19* of which Wolfe wrote so much, becomes "train*

everywhere in America* "train* speeding across th© prairies?
"train* curving in upon itself around a mountain? "train" as
Wolfe conceived them., not as a means of transportation but a®
way of exploring.
These experiences, now projected as thoughts on the

level of the universal, lead to speculations on the meta
physical level*"- This is what Mr.*1Halperln meant in speaking
of the "ever opening up* of Wolfe's work,

from universal

concepts, Wolfe begins to speculate on the nature of time,'
on the nature of man and of death*-' Thus he attempts to see
hi© own experiences on all levels of understanding and in all
its relationships with other experiences.

But Wolfe realizes
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that this particular ordering of experience, this distil

lation and crystallisation of experience into higher fiction
actually reveals more of. life and of beauty than the outward
experience could possibly generate,,
Wolfe was peculiarly qualified for the task of under
standing and writing about America since both by ancestry
and by environmental experience he understood America*®
fragmented culture*

His father had come down from th© rich

fields of Pennsylvania by way of Baltimore into the little

t o w of Ashville, forth Carolina,

M s mother had come from

people who had lived in the mountains for generations,

this

marriage, then, is typical of American culturei it results
from the wanderlust of Americans*, The geographical dis

tinctions between the parental background® made Wolfe con
scious at an early age of the essential division between the
South and the North,

On both sides of his family, there were

rich traditions, different from each other, yet both deeply
native and American,

Wolfe realised from an early age that

characteristics which were essentially opposite to each other
existed side by side in American society*
In The Story of a lovel* he tells us of the task®
which lie before an American writer?

It seems to me that the task is one whose
physical proportions are vaster and more
difficult here than in any other nation on
earth. It is not merely that in the culture
of Europe and of the Orient the American
artist can find no antecedent scheme, no
structural plan, no body of tradition that
can give his own work the validity and truth
that it must have. It is not merely that he
must somehow make a new tradition for himself.
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derived from M s own life and from the enor
mous spa©.© and energy of American life, the
structure of M s own design* it is not merely
that he is confronted by these problems, it
is even more than this, that th© labor of a
complete and whole articulation, the discovery
of an entire universe and of a complete language,
is the task that lies before Mm,
Wolfe dedicates Mmself to this task for he goes on to say*
....such is the nature of th© struggle to which
henceforth our lives must b© devoted. Out of'
the billion forms of America, out of the
savage violence and the dense complexity of all
its swarming life* from the unique and single
substance of this lend of ours must we draw
the power and energy of our own life, the ar
ticulation of our speech, the substance of
our art.14
Wolfe realised that, because of this enormous task, he
could not become the “Flaubert kind” of writer.

He could not

write a Flaubert novel which depends upon a distinct sense of
plot and upon clearly delineated characters because the morals,
the mores and the manners of traditional society were unavaila

ble to him.

He could not work M s characters against the back

ground of a traditional society because such a society did not

exist.

In America, people move from village cultures into city

cultures, from southern cultures into northern cultures.

In

America, a dozen cultures imported from other lands exist side
by side,

tinder these circumstances, it is difficult for an

American artist to produce living and real characters rather
than those which are representational, symbolic or stereotyped,
Marius Bewley points t M s outs

14 fhomas Wolf©,

,, Sew York,

Charles Scribner*® Sons,
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:There was that in the American ethos which
gate an emotional primacy to ideas, which
;mad© them th© proper subject matter of th®
novelist’s art, while at the same time the
novelist was deprived of that richness of

;nuance and tone which a traditional society
can provide. The American novelist was
necessarily at a disadvantage when he at
tempted to create character# The traditional
code® and maimers by which the European artist
creates ids men and women were not at M s
disposal*15 .
Wolfe, however, did create living, unforgettable char
acters#

ideas#

But it is undeniable that these characters represent'

They are characters of Gargantuan proportions often

displaying grotesque peculiarities#

His major characters in

look Homeward. Angel are presented la terms of certain value
systems which animate their personalities and which give

direction to their' lives.

These value systems are essentially

in opposition to each other since they are created around the
concept of the love and the hatred of property.

But Wolfe’s

characters seen through the pattern of metaphor become mythic
in quality and he saw himself not as a plot-maker but as a
myth-maker.^

Wolfe’s characters are larger than life,,

George Santyana has made an observation about mythol
ogy which is applicable to Wolfe’s work*

Mythology, he says,

is wth© observation of thing® encumbered with all they suggest to a dramatic, fancy*

17

The essential difference, there-

15 Marius Bewley. The Eccentric Design. New York*
Columbia University F r e s s T i S W T i T i r
16 The letters of Thomas Wolfe, p. 485.#

p. 382*!
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fore, between plot-making and myth,-making is apparent* Plots
are constructed by ordering things which certain characters
do, as seen in th© light of a traditional society, and ar
ranging these things towards a significant conclusion through
logic, intelligent order and rational demonstration! Myth
making, on th© other hand, belongs to a deeper and more
ingenuous level of thought*

'Oh this level, the myth-maker

pours over' the world his own experience, and the experience
of others with an. intense and indiscriminate interest, and
he records hll this behaviour .against the background of his
own dramatic fancy*

In this sense, mythology mixes the two

developments, th® observable in things'and the author*s
dramatic fancy, and places them together in one drama*
Mythology goes beyond rational demonstration and In
telligent order and deals with a world which is rich and full
✓

of metaphysical images, spiritual emotion, depth and insight,
Santayana has said that a developed mythology shows that man

has taken a deep and active Interest both in the world and
in himself, in the introvert and the extrovert worlds, and
has tried to link the two, and Interpret the one by th® other*
Myth is therefore a natural prologue to phi

losophy sfnce the love of ideas is the root
of both. Both are made up of things admi
rable to consider**.mythology expresses re
ality in an eloquent metaphor* Its function
Is to show up some phase of experience in it©
totality and moral Issue, a® in a map we
reduce everything geographically in order to
overlook it better in its true relations*18
18 Ibid.*, p. 583,
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Joseph. Campbell has also observed a fact about myth

which can b© applied.directly to Wolfe’s work#
that.Myth plays a

He has said

dual and almost paradoxical'role*

It

lead® a man away from hi® local, historical condition®
toward.an ineffable experience which makes him one with hi®
race and all of mankind* at the same time it binds him more
firmly to his family and to. their historical conditioned
19
sentiments, activities and beliefs.
We are aware of this
relationship in Thomas Wolfe’s own life and in his experi
ence as recorded in his novels,

the novel® are the record

of a hero who is carried out of the, narrow reaches of the
hill country of the South to the'large cities of the North
and eventually away to Burop® only to find that his experi
ence bind® him ever closer to his native soil, to America, and
to the wonderful end giant people who inhabited hi® youth,
Thu®, we are not surprised to find that the entire
tone of Wolfe*a first novel is larger than life, Gant, for
instance, is compared in metaphor with Zeus, Thor and th®
Lion of Judah,

H© is given Ulyssian characteristic® and

called a far wanderer and he is frequently connected in
thought with G&rgaatua from whom it would seem he draws hie
name, Kliza is also more than a person.

She is a class

and represent® all the insane niggardliness, the myth of
hoarding that abounds in this world, and her name likewise

represents her class for her maiden name is Pentland, (pentin-land: an isolated place.)

19 Joseph Campbell, The Masks of God* Primitive My
thology. New fork, The Viking Press,
p,^l§2,
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■:Through these mythic character© Wolfe creates a e@rtain unity in Ms'novel* He reported to Mrs* .Roberts that M s
first editor Maxwell Perkins commented before the publication
of M o k Homeward. AmtoX that* w,..*the book was new and origi

nal and because of its for® could have no formal and ortho
dox unity* but that what unity it did have came fro© th®
strange wild people —

the family — * it wrote about as seen
20
through th® eyes of a strange wild boy.M
fhe purpose ©f creating a mythic story by encumbering
real experience with all that it suggests to a dramatic
fancy is not only t© satisfy Wolfe that he understands his
own experience on a universal level but also it is used by
him to teach others and thus it become# a vehicle for h i s ■
social consent*
Wolfe's intention in this regard becomes apparent not
only through his own statements but also through M s actions*
for instance, he took the title Look Homeward. Angel from

line 165 of the poem hvofdaa by John Milton, A note attached
to the poem in th® 1645 edition explains the purpose of th®
poem and it also explains its connection with Wolfe,

"In

this Monody th® Author bewails a learned friand unfortunately

drown'd in the Passage from Chester on the Irish Sea* 1637*
And by occasion foretells the ruin of our corrupted Clergy
then in their h e i g h t * H e r e it can be seen that Milton
20 Thomas Wolfe, "Writing I# My Life," Atlantic Monthly.
Vol.. 179, Ho* lt January 1947, f * 4j|»
21 Douglas Bush* The Fortabl® Milton. lew fork, The
Viking Press, 1949, p. Iwf*
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has taken a real experience- and ■passing It through M s o m
creative imagination he has made it into a social comment*

fhe same intention is reinforced by another comparison
which Wolfe has drawn between his book and Jonathan Swift*s
22

Gulliver*a fravels. We can hardly ignore the implication
sines Swift.has also made a comment on society by allowing
his own experience to pas® through the creative power of his
own dramatic fancy,
I have attempted in this chapter to illustrate the
intention of Wolf© as a writer.

In the review of th® critics

in the first chapter, we have seen that no single critic has
understood th© breadth and the scope of Wolfe *a intention.,
Acutely conscious of the dichotomy which exists in life,
Wolfe had a clear vision of M s role as a novelist. He faced
a task which recognized and tried to Interpret the complexity
of American life and the richness of American tradition along
side its comparatively chaotic and diffuse culture.

He real

ized that his was not the formal art of the novelist, that

plot-making was not in harmony with the vastness and depth of
his conception of life,

hi

the next chapter,

1

shall attempt

to explain how Wolfe wove all his varied intentions into the

fabric of one novel.
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CHAPTER III

A THEORY OP WOLFE1S PRINCIPAL STRUCTURING BEVICEj
IHFLUESCES SHAPING HIS AESTHETIC
Th© problem to be explored in this chapter is the
method that Wolfe used to structure his comprehensive view
of life within the broad limits historically allowed by the
aesthetic of the novel#
this as .an enormous task#

Wolfe, as we have seen, conceived
Whether he was successful in

giving an acceptable form to Look Homeward, Angel is a de
batable point.

I am not prepared to pass judgment, but I

should like to present a theory of his principal structuring
device, a device which, I think lies at the very heart of
Look Homeward, Angel# This device arose from influences at
work in his formation as a writer*

My purpose in this chap

ter, then, Is to present that theory and to demonstrate its
probable genesis*.
This principle of form which I propose .analysing will
explain at least In part the dilemma created by the opposing
views of critics I have mentioned.

These critics have all

made statements which are, to some extent, valid.

They were

adding pieces to a gigantic jigsaw pussle which was taking
shape but which still did not have the all-encompassing frame
or totality of view which made sense# , The question remainedt
How had Wolf© used all these seemingly contradictory themes

and images and still maintained a

sense of unity and reality?

30
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To mo, the secret seemed to lie in the way in which these
contradictory elements were being used or placed within th©
novel,

Examination revealed that the close proximity of

opposite forces was, in fact, deliberate and created a prin
ciple of juxtaposition through which Wolfe created a kind of
tension which he felt was an Imitation of life itself. This
principle of juxtaposition pervade© the entire novels char
acters, themes,

episodes, image©, metaphor® and, to a large

extent, even the chapters, paragraphs and th© sentences them
selves,

This principle Is structural, binding ©very part to

every other part.

It is ay contention that the principle of

juxtaposition which I have found in Wolfe *® first novel is
form-giving - that is, it supplies a large controlling idea
which determines the shape, content, style ant scope of the
novel.
To elaborate and explain this principle .and the way it
operates it will be necessary to examine the text very closely?
but, before I do this, I should like to make a'few remarks
about the nature of this principle.

It operates on the basis

of ^affirmation - negation**, and therefore seems to be contra
dictory by nature.

This, perhaps, is the reason why so many

critics have been led to paradoxical conclusions concerning
the form of Wolfe*® first novel.

In fact, however, this pri

mary basis of structure, the principle of juxtaposition, oper
ates in a simple manner.

It is nothing more nor less than the

continuing realization that one of the most outstanding sources
of fora in life, and

thus in the imitation of life which is

art, is that forces exist as opposites,

low this may be
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merely a semantic problem. 'for "example, we might say dark
ness does not exist, being Just the absence of light.

But

as long as our language i© structured in the way it is, and
as long as language is the basis of the art form we call lit■ erature, then light and darkness, heat and cold, life.and
death, are opposing forces and are real for the purpose of our
discussion.
It is interesting to trace Thomas Wolfe’s concern with
the operation of opposites on each other.

According to Louis

B. Rubin, Thomas Wolf© was a student of Professor Horae©
Williams at the University of North Carolina.

Wolfe has ad

mitted that Professor Williams was one of the three most im
portant teachers during his student days,

Professor Williams,

a philosophy professor, was a Hegelian} and in a letter written
to him by Wolfe in 1921 we find Wolfe complaining that th©
complexity of life confuses him. '"Your words keep haunting
me almost in my dreams. ‘How can there be unity in the midst
of everlasting change?*

In a system where things forever pass

1

and decay, what is there fixed, real, eternal?"

Look Home

ward. Angel is Wolfe’s answer to his own question.

He brings

order out of chaos in his novel by balancing opposing forces*
destiny with change} ritual living with fragmented disorder;
economic security and saving with generous and even prodigal
spending; the acquisition of property with the denial of
ownership; health and life with disease and death; travelling
and the desir® for voyages, with a home and family living;
life on the level of various social orders and life buried
1 The Letters of Thomas Wolfe. p. 18.
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in the quiet knowledge of private and personal experiences
and ideas.
It is not certain that the principle of juxtaposition
which Wolfe initiated in hook Homeward, Anael is derived
directly from the Hegelian teachings of Professor Williams.
It may he that Hegel*s dialectic, his thesis - antithesis -

synthesis principle, is somehow at work here, hut this is not
th® problem of my paper.

It is beyond the scope of my analy

sis to substantiate the origin of the principle of juxta
position, Mid 1 am well aware that there are other sources,
particularly in the Romantic literary concepts which Wolfe
encountered at Harvard when he was studying for his master’s
degree.
It is however important, I believe, to show certain
similarities between Wolfe and Hegel, because it cannot be
Ignored that Wolfe cam® under its influence*

One interesting

similarity, for instance, can be seen in the fact that, with
Hegel, one is never presented with a finished result; always

there remains some further qualification to be made, some new
perspective from which any idea must be viewed, for Hegel,
qualification is the essence of truth and no idea has a fixed
meaning, no form of understanding an eternal, unchanging va
lidity. This vision of life, as I shall show, is typical of
Wolfe.
Another view presented by Wolfe which runs through Look

Homeward. Angel seems also to be related to Hegel’s philosophy.
We find in Hegel, for the first time, a thorough-going attempt
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to view all philosophical problems and concepts, including
the concept of reason itself, in essentially historical
terns*

For both ¥©lf® anfi Hegel the particular alone re

quires understanding even though it cannot fee .fully under-*
stood save as it is seen in its relations to everything else*.
Historical consciousness then is extremely important for it
is the only m y to grasp reality*

fhe particular alone is

merely another abstraction and its only reality is .in it®
relationship to its total environment,

'Everything therefore

is in a process of "becoming" and only makes sense in terms
of ‘•becoming"*
in itself*

to thing can fee viewed as a substance or thing

X cannot help but think that this concept is

extremely important in any understanding of Wolfe1'® work.

If

we view Wolfe from the point of view of Aristotle, desirous
of knowing and understanding the essence of things, we are
certain to be disappointed*

If we view Wolfe* s art in terms

of the principle of the beginning, middle, and the end we shall
also fee disappointsi.

Just as Hegel‘s philosophy is concerned

with "change", so is Wolfe*® art concerned with "change" and
every "change" mean® new developments.

Bvery historical

process is "something new under the sun® and nothing is ever
precisely like anything before It,

Shis does not mean, how

ever, that there is an essential difference between each thingf
since thing® in themselves do not exist, they are, in fact,
looked upon as progressive development in which every stage
or "moment", as Hegel call® it, is viewed both as the neces
sary consequence of its predecessor and as radically different
from it*
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The third similarity between Hegel1® and Wolfe*e work
lie® in Hegel*e concept of hi® dialectic*

For dialectical

Opposition is characteristic of all valid thinking about
reality for Hegel,

ihrery thesis generates its own contra

dictory ahtithesis,

And out of the conflict between these

opposing forces a synthesis arises,

toy contradiction or

seeming contradiction therefore must be viewed as merely an
abstract and hence imperfect description of a more inclusive
and more concretely understood reality.

In this sense Wolfe*s

juxtaposition of opposing forces is not looked upon merely as
a tension which is lifelike but as a new understanding which
is reached by holding in juxtaposition and looking at opposing
forces simultaneously,

Thus for Wolfe to see thing® in juxta

position and in opposition to each other is to understand them
in a new way.

He saw all of us “as all the sum® we have not

counted”| and in his novel, his characters, the mood he cre
ates , the episodes, the themes, the metaphors he uses, can all
be considered sums.
addition.

They are carefully worked out problem® in

They are attempts to arrive at totals, not by add

ing indiscriminate, unrelated, and unbalanced thing®, but by
first seeing relationship®, especially opposites; and, by se
lection and addition, each is seen as adding something to the
total, a total which i® never complete.

We are therefore not

at all surprised to find Wolfe demonstrating in. hook Homeward.
Angel, the view he expounded in a letter to John Wielock, “that
fixity, the earth again, is a female principle” and operates
in opposition to the male principle, “the pole of wandering”.
Further, a® Mr. Hurt has pointed out, Wolfe balances'the
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northern united States against th® sonthem? the artisan
against the capitalist; the city-dweller against th# villag
er.

He contrasts time now, present, almost static, against

time continuing

from th® past to th® future, and this gives

th® historical cons@iousa.ess which we have mentioned earlier.
Everywhere we look in the novel, we find the juxtaposition
of opposites, a complete list of which would be too long at
this point in the thesis.

It will perhaps he more meaningful

to see all the opposing forces in operation and in juxta
position ae we move through our demonstration from the text.
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■ E l f II

tm FMOISfKAflOI

I

INTRODUCTION
Beginning the demonstration of th# principle of

Juxtaposition toy a close reading of the text, I am immedi
ately aware of certain divisions which have to to® made*

In

Chapter If, I ©hall consider how the principle I have out
lined operates with the characters, not only in themselves,
tout also in the relationships existing between them*

In

Chapter V, I shall deal with th® Juxtaposition of controlling

Ideas or themes
novel*

as they make themselves felt throughout the

Chapter VI will consider the device of Juxtaposition

insofar as it affects the figurative language which mirrors
these controlling ideas and themes, and insofar as it concerns
itself with the creation of mood, the placing of episodes and
the arrangements of chapters*
After th© conclusion a series of three appendices,' A,
B, 0, appear,

fheir function is to carry on the work of the

last three chapters, giving page numbers and times of recur
rence in all -the areas mentioned*

This summarizing in the

appendices will give further substantiation to the state
ments made in the body of the thesis*

3?
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GHAPTBS IV
THE P'RIMGIPLE OP JUXfcAlfcSIXIOH AT WOBE IS THB DELIHBATIOH
OP CHARACTER
We saw in the second chapter how Maxwell Perkins*

Wolfe1® first editor* believed that a great deal of the
unity in the novel came from w,... the strange wild people
— * the family —

a strange wild

it wrote about as seen through the eyes of

b o y # fhl© chapter, therefore* deals with

the ms® of juxtaposition in the creation of these rtstrange
wild people**
I do not believe that there is any area of the novel
which reflects th® principle of juxtaposition better than
does the creation of character, and the development of the
relationship between characters#

As the people of th© novel

move within the family circle or within the larger circle of
society, they demonstrate certain themes or ideas. Character,
therefore, is associated with a value system which is uniquely
his, and it is our responsibility in this section to demon
strate that these characters and their value systems are
placed in juxtaposition to each other#

I will also attempt

to show how various characteristics or values are placed side
by ®id® within a single character*
It is Important to recognize that Wolfe does not order
the episodes in look Homeward, Angel in such a way as to cre1 Thomas Wolfe* ^Writing Is My life* Atlantic Monthly.
Vol. 179* !©* 1, January 1947* p* 43*.
38
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ate a plot*

Insteady everything Wolfe telle us, every

episode, ia designed to reveal something about one of the
characters or the .relationship between the characters* In
variably the relationship on any level is that opposite®
exist in juxtaposition*
For instance, in the case of Elisa, we are told through
separate episodes which follow one another that she was so
mean and stingy, that she allowed her son Eugene to cripple
his feet by wearing second-hand shoes*

But on the other hand

in the next episode she is so generous that she continues to
give room and board and even a sum of money to a poor Indian
girl who is having a baby out of wedlock.

The implication

in the text is that if the reader really wants to understand
Elisa he has .to be able to see her as both stingy and generous
at one and the same time*
Another illustration of the same kind of development is
seen within the character of Grant*
and a far wanderer*

I© is both a family man

Thus episode® in th® novel which picture

Gant as the ©enter of a wondrous family circle and as a man
who leaves the family for an indefinite journey to the west
ern United States, are placed side by side,
later on in this section I shall explore how this same
principle is at work in some of the other people ia the novel

but at the moment I would like to pursue th© relationship be
tween Elisa and Gant*
Mr, Hurt, the scholar who did the study of the socio
logical implication in Wolfe *s work, has done the best job of
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2

showing the relationship which exists between Sant and Elisa,
I shall carry the study a little further, however, in order
to reveal how th© principle of juxtaposition operates on this
level,

f© do this I shall have to. start at the very beginning

of the novel and see how the character of Sant is delineated,
We get our first glimpse of Sant through his father,
Gilbert,

Gilbert is not Important to the novel since, after

the first two pages, he is never mentioned again*

In these

two pages, however, w© are given to understand that many of
the things which we are going to meet in Gant were inherited

fro® his father,

fhia is th© historical perspective which

Wolfe never leaves out.

Through Gilbert we learn of voyaging,

profit, and the improvident consumption of food and liquor.

These are all factors which play a major role in Gant *s life,
Gilbert voyages fro® England where hi® last name is spelled

Gaunt and comes to America where his name is ©.hanged to Gant,
On® might speculate that th© Gaunt spelling reflects starving
Europe and this is placed in juxtaposition to the American
spelling which reflects the Gar-gant-usa plenty of Horth

America,

In any ease, after Gilbert comes to America he wan

ders about fighting and gambling and living a reckless, penni
less, and dangerous life until he settles down in Pennsylvania,
a land of plenty, and 'marries a wrugg@i young widow with a
tidy fax®, "3

Here again, opposites are counter-balancedi

•.'hosae

*

3 Thomas Wolf®, Look Homeward, Angel. lew fork* Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1957, p* 3.
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■plenty with poverty, the reckless, wandering life with sta
bility and home, general chaos with order*

But Gilbert*s life reflect© another important factor
which will be carried on in the lives of his offspring*

It

is suggested that he had a feeling for language and should
have been an actor.

This talent is thwarted and frustrated

in Gilbert but he passes it on to Gant.

This artistic sensi

tivity is seen in Gant’s love of the "nobel rant of the thea

tre" and also in his desire to carve an angel's head in stone,
Bit here again it is frustrated and is passed on to his son,

Eugene.
Th© implication is that the artistic talent in both
Gilbert and his son was frustrated because these men lived

the ordinary life of a man in society and did not seek for
th© essential isolation which is necessary to bring this
talent to its fruition.

Thus one of the major themes of the

book is the search for isolation on the part of Eugene which

will allow this talent to blossom.

Thus the artist's life

is placed in Juxtaposition with the lives of ordinary men.
This buried life which Eugene seeks 1© seen a® the result.of
the hunger and th© search in both M s father and his grand
father,

Thus once again Wolfe place® things in historical

perspective*
Eugene's grandfather, we are told, suffers under "the
harsh but honest tongue of M s wife1*} but when he dies,
leaving five children and- a mortgage, there is sometMng
that does not die, a strange and passionate desire, a hunger
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■for' voyages w M o h -is related to -th® frustration of M s ar

tistic inspiration*

©ant is left with, his father’s unrest

and thirst for voyages.

This."pole of wandering" which

Wolfe describes as a masculine tMng, is contrasted with the
female principle of fixity,^

©ant is carried by this desire

out of the forth into the South and t M s compulsion is re55
ferred to as "hunger burning in darkened eyes".
These same
words are also used to connote Sant’s artistic desire*

He

wanted to rise above ordinary life, to create, to succeed as
an artisan, to-find a place, to be loved, to gain wealth,
We are told that Sent,

wanted, more than'anyt M n g in

the world, to carve delicately with a cMsel.

He wanted, to

wreak some thing dark and unspeakable in M a into cold stone*
Be wanted to carve an angel’s head*"6 T M t statement of
Gant’s desire is followed directly with a statement about
the frustration of this desire,

"He never found it*

never learned to carve an angel’s head."?
of Juxtaposition is

He

Thus the device

at work again.

All of this is part of the motif of the quest. Already
in t M s thesis we have seen how Mr. Rubin reveals t M s theme
of the quest for an earthly paradise and also reeogMzes the
theme of alienation or the lost paradise.

In t M s theme the

hero feels like a stranger on the earth and suffers a haunting
4 2 M Jte$$S£ft &£ I t e B

M M

f P- 317.

5 Thomas Wolfe, took Homeward. Angel* New Yorks Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 19S7, ITT.

^ JwSw.* * P* 4*

l B>ta*. p* 4.
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and profound: feeling of not belonging*' Mr, Rubin, bowever,
did not see how' these opposite themes of the quest for an
earthly paradise and th® loss of paradise are juxtaposed and
thus fit into th© larger pattern which I an attempting to
explore*
Returning to Oliver Gant *s personal history, the last
line on page four of th® novel finds M m "reeling down across
the continent into the lecoastruetioa South'*. When the pat
tern of wandering is finished, he settles down, sets up a
business in tombstones, wins a good name for himself end gets
married,*

Soon, however, th© opposing force® are at work and

8 "So

within eighteen months b® is a "howling maniac again".

all was gone again - Cynthia, the shop, the hard-bought praise
of soberness, the angel*® head*...Alone and lost again, having
found neither order nor establishment in th© world, and with
th© earth cut away from M s feet,' Oliver Gant resumed his aim

less drift along th© continent,."® Sis health ruined from
drinking, he believed he was dying of tuberculosis.

Once

again th® opposing forces are at work, and hop® take© over
from despair.

Once more hi® eye® "darkened again as they had

in hi® youth" and he turned to- the fortress of the hills
hoping that h© might find In them isolation, a new life, and
recovered health,

At the bottom of page five in the text, another■juxta
position of opposite© begins to take shape* Gant is travel-

8 Thomas Wolfe. Look Homeward, Angel. Hew York*
Charles Scribner's SoAsTW , P. S'.’ ~ A ~
9 Ibid., p. 5.
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ling' into the South* ■As he stares out of the window he sees
M„...the great raw land so sparsely tilled by the futile and
10

occasional little farm©*11,, and he

remembers”.... the

great

barns of PenneyIvaaia, the ripe bending of golden grain, the
11
plenty, the order, the clean thrift of the people* *
Her©
is the beginning of the juxtaposition between the northern
part of the United State®

and

the South*

Strangely enough

although Wolfe was born and raised in the South, his sympathy
clearly lies with the lorth*

fhis does not mean, however, that

Wolfe suggests in any way that either lorth or South is not
American*

Hi® mind elearly recognises in this situation a®,

in all other© that the conflict of opposites doe® not place
either side outside the total reality*

Opposite realities

exist and somehow synthesize into new orders and new form®
even while they remain separate and in conflict,

fhis is

essentially the ordering power behind Wolfe*® view of the world.
One of the central conflicts in the book begins t© e~
merge on page eight when Bliss Pentl&nd meets Oliver Gant.
They are to be married and the last of their six offspring to
reach majority, Eugene, is the person from whose point of

view most of the story is told.
I have shown in a previous chapter how Lester S* Hurt
in his doctoral dissertation developed his concept of unity
in Wolfe’s work through the theme© which center around the

character® of Gant and Eli®%#

There

is no doubt that such

10 Thomas Wolfe, look Homeward* Angel* Hew loxtci
Charles Scribner’s Sons,

II Ibid** p* d*
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themes ted such continuity exist, especially concerning, the
social implications which are developed by Wolfe* However,

I have also shown how terry Rubin in his dissertation dev
eloped Eugene a® the center of the theme® which give structure
to the work as he saw it, especially concerning the personal
and non-social implications developed by Wolfe,

The im

portant point is that both these men saw only half the picture.
They were right as

far a® they went but in any total picture

one must understand the relationship between Eugene and his
parents.

He is not only a synthesis of their characteristics

but he is more, he is separate, he is an individual, and in
this sense he is opposed to them,

Eugene develop® the need

for a private life, the burled life as he call® it. It is
personal, lonely and introverted ted this is in. opposition
to both Eliza and Gant since they are essentially extroverts

and operate in relationship to society. Eugene develops
early a lyrical and artistic world of his own which is based
on fantasy. However, the development of this conflict between
Eugene and his parents and the Juxtaposition of the essential
ways in which they operate must b® left until later. At the
present we should return to Gant and Eliza and see how they
are an example of the device of Juxtaposition in character
delineation.
The most important aspect
two characters center® upon the
on economic matters. Eliza, like
Pentland family, came out of the

of the conflict between these
difference of their viewpoint
the other members of the
Civil War with "an insane

niggardliness, and insatient love of propertyw.12
12 IbJA,, p. 12,
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She talks about property with a strange meditative hanger.
She sees the town as an enormous blue-print and her head is
stuffed with figures and estimates.*

She know® everyone who

owns a lot, who sold it, the sale price, the real value, the
future value, and everything else to be known about It* Elisa
is a capitalist? she invests money in real estate and makes
a profit with her $uick tongue and ability to bargain* Thus,
mi aetion which becomes symbolic of her, and which Wolfe
refers to many times, is Mpurelag her lips*.

Her family,

the Pentlands, are associated with her in her hunger for
money-making and profit*
lumber business.
sive,

Her brother® make

m fortune in the

Their mannerisms, however, are not expan

Symbolically the Pentlands are always whittling away

at piece® of wood or paring their fingernails* They are always
cutting away at things? they use stub® of pencils and do their
figuring on the back® of old envelope®.
On the other hand Gant is an artisan*
works with his hands constantly in motion*
symbol for us.

He talk® and
They become a

They represent Gant’s side of the conflict.

They are strong, powerfully built hands which represent honest
toil, craftsmanship, and' later on they also come to represent
the productivity of the fanner.

A® an image it 1® used in di

rect juxtaposition to the pursed lips which represent the
capitalist world of Eliza.

These symbols leave no doubt in

the mind of the reader as to where Wolfe’s sympathy lies,
Gant talks in shout®,. He thunder® magnificently,

A

tide of rhetoric and the noble rant of the theatre is always
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on'Ms tongue* ■ fhe F#ntlands- talk in crafty "bird-like ■
winks and nods'*, As for Eliza, she "liked to take her time

and some to 'the point after isteinaiaabla divagation down all
the lan® ends of memory and overtones, feasting on the golden
pageant of all she had' ever said, done, felt, thought, seen,
or replied, with egocentric delight".1'5
Sant abhorred the idea of owning property for a profit,
He said, "all the property I need is eight feet of earth to
14
be buried in**
for a short time he went into the lumber
business with Elisa*s brother, but he was miserable and failed
at it,

He madehis living carving graceful words and Images

in stone and not by tearing away at his nails or at the stub
of a pencil while he tried to figure out how he could sell

something at a profit*
And a® they peeled, or pared or whittled, their
talk slid from its rude Jocularity to death and
burial* they drawled monotonously, with evil
hunger, their gossip of destiny, and of men only
newly lying in the earth. And as their talk
wore on, and Sant heard the spectre moan of the
wind, he was entombed in loss and darkness, and
his soul plunged downward in the pit of night,
for he saw that he must die a stranger - that all,
all but these triumphant Pentlands who banqueted
on death - must die*
And like a man who is perishing in the polar night
he thought of the rich meadows of hia youthf the
com, the plum tree and rip® grain* *5

As the Pentlands, and, particularly Elisa, banquet on
death, so Sant feasts on life and even the soil yields
13 fhomas Wolfe t .£ook Homeward, Angel,
, lew York*
Charles Scribner's Sons
14 Ibid*, p* 11*
15 Ibid* * p., 13.
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abundant 'harvest- la restmme- to M s -powerful bsnis. -"Wherever

M s great hands touched the earth it grew fruitful for him
.and whatever he touched in the rieh fortress of his soul

sprang into golden life* as the years passed, the fruit trees
- the peach, the plum, the sherry, the apple, grew great and.

bent beneath their clusters.w1^
thus in this way Gant not only represents the artisan
as a stone ©utter hut the farmer, as well in the terrible con
flict with the fentlaadlcn profit seekers who only exploit

the earth*
Chapter II of .the novel continues Gant*© and llfsa'a
character delineation.#

An ®<jmal number of paragraphs is de

voted to each as the sonfliot deepens# "Fron the first,
deeper than love, deeper then hate, an obscure and final war- ■
fare was being waged between t h e m . S a n t built Elisa a housei
For him the house was a picture of his soul,
the garment of his will**#.with M s great
hands he had laid the foundations, burrowed
out. great musty .cellars in the earth, and
sheeted the tall sides over with smooth
trowelling® of warm brown plaster. He had
very little money, but his strange house grew
to the rich molding of M s fantasy#**.but for
Silva it was a piefte of property, whose value
she shrewdly appraised, a beginning for her

hoard*10
lot only did llisa consider this house a piece of proper
ty, which is a strange position for a woman and mother to take,
but Wolfe seems to emphasis© the warping effect of the terri16
i w Xhoaa*
Xi£vJHi&3? Wolfe
W U J»4*3s|

lew lorki

Sharie® Scribner*® Sons,
17 Ibid*, p. 16.
18 Ibid*, p* 14*
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ble drive for property and money which was central'to her
existence.

He reports her as saying, MI wish I’was a man”,

and Wolfe describes her as she talks of owning; land as using
wa curiously masculine gesture of the hand”, or'again, "the
loose masculine gesture”, and still further she becomes ”the
IQ
woman of property, who was like a man”, * Throughout the
novel we see how this powerful and compulsive passion for
profit destroys all that is natural, feminine and right in

Elisa, and how she, in turn, twisted beyond belief out of
the natural order, destroys all the peace, harmony and unity
in her family.

The fierce play of opposing forces represented in Gant
and Eliza continues, "recalling the savage strife between
them, and the great submerged struggle beneath, founded upon
20

the hatred and love of property.”

Eliza is■contrasted with

Gant because of her "infinite composure”, her "tremendous
patience", her "prophetic brooding instinct”, and her
21
"Buddhuistic complacency”.
She waited, for destiny was with
her* "she was being shaped to a purpose”, ”a great star
burned across her vision”, "she saw in the future, freedom
22

that she had never known, possession and power and wealth”.

Gant, however, lives in the present with "all his Rabelaisian
23
excess, eating, drinking and loving”.
In direct juxta19 Thomas Wolfe, hoc
Scribner*s Sons, 1957. pp.

lew York*Charles

20 Ibid., p. 18,
21 Ibid., p. 17,
22 Ibid., p. 18,
23 Ibid,, P. 18,
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position to Eliza*s "destiny” Sant thought of" M s "wasted
chances.***th® appalling fixation of fads whole life upon a
series of a©oidg»ts.*..th© enormous tragedy of accident
24

hung like a grey cloud 'over' M s life*”

From this it can

be seen that destiny associated with the intvifabl© event is
clearly connected.' with' Ilisa as a character, and chance acci
dent is associated with ©ant*
Another means ©f using the principle of Juxtaposition
and also of delineating and■
■developing character, especially
that of Elisa and ©suit, is found in the beginning of chapter
five*

Here a discussion about Bliss’s and Gant’s two oldest

children, Daisy and Steve, develops.

It is not difficult t©

see how Palsy and Steve are really extensions of Elisa and
Gant because, as characters in the book, they play no inde
pendent sad recognisable parts as individuals,

fhey are

placed in conscious comparison and Juxtaposition to each
other*

Daisy represents the. best features in Blissa*® charac

ter and Steve, the worst of ©ant’s*

Daisy is the picture of

feminity which offsets the masculine side of Elisa*a charac
ter.

Eh© is described as "Daisyish", "maidenly%
25

’♦sensitive”, and "industrious”*■

was a poor student and wag thrashed
nation#

"timid",

Steve, on the other hand,

for truancy and

insubordi

Out of overgrown vanity he boasts wildly and turns

to drunkenness and minor forgery* "Gant recognised perhaps
most of M s son’s vices as his own* there was little, however,
,

Zt

Charles Scribner*a

Homeward, Angel. Kevr York.

Sons,

1957, p* 19

25 Ibid*., pp* 36-37/
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of M i redeeming- f«fslitie@”,2^ •
?
toother example of the use of hia pattern of juntaposing Sant*® and Eliza’s children is seen in Chapter ten

where Ben and lake are contrasted.
and alone*

Ben was sullen* defiant

He lived in a private world ©f M s own heart and

e w e and went from the brawling house and was unremembered
like a phantom*

1® toad KLisa'a iasir® for financial inde

pendence but he also stored ©ant’s generosity*

tod with his

father’s stride* his long thin shoulders* bent prematurely by
the weight of the heavy newspaper bag, through which he was
financially independent, he roamed pathetically, hungrily,
©antisn.

Ben is the personification of Gant’s tragic fault.

He is the personification of ©ant’s desire to oarge the angel’s
head*

Thus the angel to whom he turns characteristically and

to whom he talks over his shoulder becomes a symbol for Ben*
He walks alone in the darkness, while death and dark angels
hover. ’’Ben loped through the streets, or prowled softly and
restlessly about the house, his dark angel wept, tout no on®
els© saw, and no one knew*

He was a stranger* and as he sought

through the house, he was. always aprowl to find some entrance
into life, some secret undiscovered door - a stone, a leaf, that might admit him into light and fellowship*”2^
As with Gant, Ben’s passion for home was fundamental

and he had a deep scowling affection for all the members of
his family. He never forgot their birthdays, H© always placed
26 Thomas Wolfe, took Homeward, togel* lew York
Charles Scribner’s Sons,
pTj3
F7' {Hy italics),
27

Ibid.. p. 93.
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some 'gift, small and inexpensive,-'' selected with the most

discriminating; taste

where

they sight find it#

In that

elamarous household M s sullen and continued quiet was like
some soothing opiate,

With quiet authority, with white-

handed skill, he sought out and repaired, Joining with del
icate carpentry old broken things, prying quietly about shortcircuted wires or a defective socket,

la t M a way Ben repre

sents all that is most Idealistic'la ©ant, and therefor© it

i© only logical that as these characteristics are destroyed
in Gant through his continuous and bitter battle with Bliza,
©o Ben too, die© a© a result of this terrible conflict.
Placed in Juxtaposition with Ban i© his brother, Luke,

In the same chapter Luke is described a© the perfect salesman.
He has Gant*a extreme exuberance and vitality.

He has Gant*a

wagging and witty tongue and he hurls all M s bursting energy
into an insane extroversion.

He ..lives absolutely in the eventj

there is in him no secret place, nothing withheld and guarded he has

m instinctive horror of all loneliness.

He wants above

all else to be esteemed and liked by the world. He has Bliza*s
concern for the financial and he has her ability to succeed at
bargaining' and making a profit,

Thta trait, however, is made

more perfect by being' blended with Gant*© generosity.

H© is

not niggardly or selfish, and he doe© not believe in the terri
ble mythology of hoarding,

Bliza bought a oar which she would

neither use nor sell, even at

m profit,

Luke was furious that

she hoarded it and he begged her either to use the car or to
sell it.

It 1© ironical to t M n k that Luke Is described as

looking like an angel, but

he has

no quiet angel over M s
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shoulder such a®:Ben possesses,
¥© have seen how Gant *s children ay© Juxtaposed
against each other,

let each contains within himself a

subtle combination of the characteristics belonging to both
Gant and Eliza,
Gant, Ben and Eugene are all aware of the tragic lone
liness of life that gives to them a sense of futility and
frustration.

It leave® them restless and leaves in them a

hunger for something

greater and better, Eugene is the only

one, however, who accepts isolation, indeed seeks isolation
and greater loneliness since he is the only one who can us©
it and fill it with M s fantasy.

He strives for the buried

life sine© he believes, that the carving of the angel*s head
and the search for all that is good, is going to come to
fruition in Mm,
Eugene understood that men were forever strangers
to one another, that no one ever come® really to
know anyone.That Imprisoned in the dark
womb of
our mother we com© to life without having seen
her face, that we are given to her arms a stranger,
and, that caught in that insoluble prison of being,
w© ©scape it never, no matter what arms'may clasp 2a
us, what mouth may kiss us, what heart may warm us,
Eugene understands that this is a necessary part of the life
of the artist and craftsman,
Eliza, Helen and Luke, however, never feel this desire
for isolation.

They seem content to accept life, and make

the most of it.
day society.

They are outgoing and more involved in every

They need the companionship of others? they have

no private world in w M o h to live.

In Look Homeward, Angel,

28 Thomas Wolfe, Look Homeward. Angel, New York*
Charles Scribner’s Sons,,rl§W»p*"'1
'5X,
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therefor®, there is an essential conflict and a Juxtaposition
of these two views of lift whioh are raflsetsd la the who!#
behawiomr pattern of the ofeametoroi
©xtroversion*

1®

introversion versus

Sttfon# fools the power of both..

Although ho

essentially mi introvert, desirous of the hurled life, ho

fools a tremendous compulsion to to well-liked and to bo ac
cepted.

Ho wants to bo loved,

ft® want® wealth anA ho wants

to bo well thought of by the people in M s own tom*
As wo have

seen, teat and 'lisa or® themselves a combi

nation of opposed characteristics*

Wolf® says of tent that

M s deep, hungry spirit of quest belongs to a aim who has the

greatest lows of order and the most pious regard for ritual*
iron teat#s daily tirades of abuse are w orm into the pattern*

Ilian, on 'the other hand, who is supposed to be the practical,
dally person# is animated by one *]X«ns*torlag desire for
possession, m i 1® possessed in turn by that sprawling blot
of ohaos w M e h m r m w a t e her*

She is surrounded with bottle®,

pieee® of paper, and old sexops of string*

About Gant, Wolfe

my& that he has the passim of a true wanderer, but ho wander®
fmm a fixed point, le needed the order and dependence of a
hone —

he is intensely a family nans the clustered warmth and

strength of M s family about M n is life*

On the other hand,

Blisa has none of the instinct® of a mother*

She prepares

every tiling in her home for the benefit of strangers and boarders
and, even wkm she travel®, she talks in term® of her boarding
house and Hakim money*

She ssys of her trip to St* Leoia#

1*11 simply get me a good M g house

and d m

up a trade with

the- JXtnsnt people who are going* ** Seeing herself not a® a

resumption

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
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home-maker-tout as a hoarding—house keeper, she justifies
anything that brings her in money.*
Thus Wolfe builds his characters through the principle

of juxtaposition.
another,

Each character is placed in contrast with

Bach characteristic within a character is placed

beside another which is its opposite.

In order to understand

Wolfe’s character development and its delineation on® must be
able to hold opposing forces in his mind simultaneously and

see that the result is more than mere addition,. Something new
has come into existence, something greater than opposites added
together,

A synthesis is at work which in many cases is felt

intuitively| yet it Is real and intact and is grasped by the
reader on a non-verbal level*

It is an extension beyond words.

The juxtaposition itself is something new which aids to: the
total a new dimension.

It is'this dimension growing out of

juxtaposition which is its greatest reason for existence as
a unifying principle*

Juxtaposition is the springboard by

and from which the mind can leap into this new dimension. Thus
Wolfe’s characterisation constantly grows, making each new part
an element of something which already exists.

There is no

really logical end to this process from the point of view ■■
either of the characters or of the story*

But, although nothing

ia ever complete, evorytfclng is aimed at a total view of life
which the reader grasps by Implication*
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OHJUWIB; V .

TUB PRIWIPIB Of JtfXTAPOSITIQlf AT WORK IS TIB
CONSTRUCTION Of THBMBS

.

A number of controlling ideas or theme® run through
Look Homeward. Angel. Critics and scholars have commented
at length upon many of these as we shall see later# The
contribution which 1 hop© to make in this chapter is to
show the relationship

which exists between these themes#

It ie ay belief that the principle of juxtaposition oper
ates on .this level in a unique way#
In the second chapter dealing with Wolfe's intention
as a writer# it was seen that he had two important and' con
trary themes in mind when he planned the novel#

He told

Mr®#. Roberts that he was going to writ® about "a secret
life”,

"an essential isolation*1 and "a creative solitude,"

On the other hand, "just subordinate" to this he had in mind
a story about a desperate and bitter struggle between a man
and his wife#,.
In my fourth, chapter dealing with character analysis.#
we have seen that the man and his wife in terrible conflict
are Eliza .and Sant#

We have seen# moreover# that they are

not just personalities but that they represent whole value
systems in conflict*

Also involved'in this struggle# Eugene,

as w® have seen# represents the artist in search of essential
isolation*

Like his parents, Bugsns is not presented in the

novel as a unique personality but as "a powerful creative

H
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element trying to work it® way towards an essential isolation}

Similar to yet distinct from other neater® of M s family, lie
represents a synthesis of the basic value systems which are
placed in Juxtaposition and personified in Elisa and dant.
Because of these intentions, Wolfe does everything in
M o power to make his characters m y t M c and symbolic.

It is

a fundamental error to see these characters as autobiograpMeally synonymous with Wolfe himself and M s parents,

There

is no doubt that these ©haractsrs are generated fro® this
source* but, there is no reason to assume that they are identi
cal,
M

b

is an important concept to grasp since, la this

chapter, 1 am going to discus® the controlling idea® w M c h

these characters represent*

These controlling ideas or value

systems w M c h run through the entire novel can be considered
themes,

And these themes pair off in opposite® w M c h are

placed in juxtaposition to each ©they,

The first two from

which all the others emerge hare already been mentioned* they
are the buried life, a search for a

creative introversion,

a® seen in juxtaposition with "the savage glare of an un
balanced, nervous, brawling family groupf,,*#society, and the
barbarous invasions of the world*"

2

Out of this basic division come several subsidiary eon1 Thomas Wolfe, "Writing is Hy Life, .The Icvelist 'Under
?lre», The Atlantic Moirthljr, Vol. 179, Ho. 2.

2 Thomas
Fire",

0 £.

Wolfe, Writing is fly Life* The Icvelist Under

Pit** p* 6J3*
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trolling ideas which are all related to the first two*

for instance, we can see how the Mtheme of the lost paradise” and the: quest for an earthly one burgeon out from the
wth©ae of the buried life*n Larry Bubin has don® an admi
rable study in exploring these theses ©ad relating then to

3

the "theme of alienation.tt

He, Hurt# on the other hand,

has prettied ms with an .-excellent study which delineates the
sociological thesess capitalist versus craftsman and farmer,

South versus lorth in the United' States, village cultures
4 ■■:
versus .city, cultures*.
Irving 'Ualperia has also demonstrated
a whole group of themes which belong to the maturing life.of
-the artist,, themes which he classifies in chapters entitled
'5
'‘Centripetal” and "Centrifugal*"
Hr, Albrecht is also in
agreement with my basic premise

about th© positioning of

themes since,, in his research, he has clearly established

that the idea of time as permanent is placed beside the idea
of time considered as

a state of flwfe*

2

could not possi

bly recapitulate all the work that these men have done since
their work represents years of labour and hundred® of page®
of manuscript*.

the

important thesis which I should like to.

3 Iarry Jerome Rubin, Image .and theme in the tetralogy
of thorns Wolfe. Doctoral M e S ^ a W n ^ S B W e i n r o ^ ^ r v ^

tJ h iv erm iy 71 ^ 6.

■w m % To f ''miitmesota, !§§€.
5 Irving Halperia, the. Basis » | l&tare of Unity in
the Hovels of thorns WolfifjrosfSiratl,^Mej^tfwr^^Miftted

ITWSlStw

s$W>

Louis, 1951,

6 1* P, Albrecht, "time As Unity in thorns Wolfe", in
Richard Walser, editor, gj|, elt.
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dCBsastrstst'-fcsirsvsr,-' is thal all '-that? work points to a ■■■■
deeper unifying principle which 1 bavt isolated.
But even these critic® have not exhausted the entire
field of thematic structure*

There are subordinate themes

la Individual novels which have gone unnoticed since the
major sxsgstieal work on Wolf® ha® been concerned with th©
entire tetralogy a® a single omit*

I shall therefore eon*

tiame the seareh for controlling ideas in toot Homeward.
Ana el and point out their relationship to each other*
On th# first page of the novel., it is already apparent
that Wolfe is going to place contrasted and opposite ideas
eld® by side*

la the first paragraph the concept of destiny

is placed beside th® ooasept of change,

fhis is not seel*

dental, sine# it happen® again sad again in the novel.

She

idea of destiny here is the .same as in other places in th#
novel| it is the concept of necessity, that which happens
because it cannot be otherwise*

fhis determined behaviour

•is touched by that dark miracle of chance which make®' new

7

aagle in this empty world,0

fhe idea of chance as it is

used here is equivalent to man*# behaviour shaped by acci
dents.

fhis Juxtaposing of fortuitous and determined be

haviour is mirrored through the characters .in the novel,
Elisa dwells on destiny, seeing things foretold in th# star®,
waiting' for th® inevitable! Sant, on th® other hand, sees hie
whole life a® th# product of accident and chans®. Their eon.
7 fnomas Wolf®, look Ifeautward, Angel, lew York ;
Charles Scribner*& Son®, 1957, p« 3,
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j

Hugene, the protagonist in the story, sees his life as the
fusion of these two strong beliefs#'

He sees that "beyond

all misuse, mate, pain, tragedy, death, confusion, un
swerving necessity" is part of hi® existence.

He'believes

that "not a sparrow fell through the air but that its re
percussion acted on his life, and the lonely light that fell

upon the viscous and interminable seas at dawn awoke seachanges

washing life to him* *8

believes that he is a

chance#

On the other hand, he

fanatical zealot in the religion of

He tells us that chance is the only reality, but

he believe# that from all the chaos of accident the inevi
table event comes at the inexorable moment to add to the sum

of his life*

Q

Eugene, therefore, feels that he understands

both the power of accident and the necessity of the oompellingly inevitable event and he is certain that both play

a role in his life#

His view is a synthesis of those held

by his mother and his father#
fhe idea of synthesis is an important one in this novel,
and on the first page Wolfe gives us a hint of this fact# He

says that "man is all the sums he has not counted"#

fhis

means, as the contex of the paragraph clearly shows, that man
is not only the synthesis of all his own experience but also
the sum of all the experience of all men.

Thus Wolfe con

tinues., "we se© begin in Crete four thousand years ago the

8 fhorns Wolfe, hook Homeward, ingel. lew fork*
Charles Scribner’s Sons*

fWf , p# TeOu'

9 Ibid#, p. 160..
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love that ended yesterday in J e m s ,”10 I d© not think we
©an ignore the implication in this statement*

fhis is a re

flection ofrthat historical consciousness which I mentioned
in my third; chapter*

It is the same a® the concept which

■was held fey Hegel that says that everything is in a state
of continuous development* 'there is no real beginning or
end to anything since all things are always in the condition
of becoming something else*

Even a man*® life is only a

moment in the continuous flow*
I do not believe i however, that Wolf© subscribed to
this view entirely*■ Be seems perfectly aware that life is
like a line*.

It can toe looked at as continuous or as an

infinite, number of points, this latter view being illustrated
through th© episodic structure ©f look Homeward. Angel*

For

Wolf© both views are valid as far a® they go but the truth
lies beyond*

Essential to both views however, is Wolfe*®

concept of time a® it ha® been explored by Albrecht*

It is

the binding fore© which unites yesterday to today* but it is
also th© dividing fore© which separates on® experience from
another*

Another paradox which confront® us when we consider

this concept of tin© results to©cause of the clash between the

ideas of fixity and change*

Tim© and movement are essentially

bound to fixity and ehang© and for Wolfe*s hero, Eugenes

*.*,*lt is this that awed him — the weird com
bination of fixity and change, th© terrible
moment of immobility stamped with eternity in
which passing life at great speed, both the
observer and the observed seemed frozen in
time* There was one moment of timeless
suspension when' th® land did not move, the

10 B M » * P* 3*
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train did not move, the slattern in the
doorway did not move. Hi© sense of unreality
came from time sad movement, from Imaging the
'woman, when the'train passed, as walking hack
into th® hornet, lifting a kettle from the
hearth embers*11
Bias time is dual!®tic,
procession of th© years” or a®

Wolfe talk® about time as Ma

mthe' march

of time” and time

in a sense of the continuous and the historical,

But he

recognises th® difficulty in viewing life and time a® a con
tinuous action*,

for the sake of man's imagination and for

th© sake of his understanding, time has to be frozen at
least long enough to be studied, or related to th© imagi
nation, ' fhus Wolf® talk® about time in these word®!
,.*#it was as if Sod had lifted his baton
sharply above the endless orchestration of
the seas, and the eternal movement -had
stopped, suspended in the timeless archi
tecture of th® absolute, for like those
motion picture® that describe the movements
of a swimmer making a dive, or a horse taking
a hedge — movement is petrified suddenly in
mid-air, the.inexorable completion of an act
is arrested*12'
I am not as much interested in th® difference in the
attitude® which Wolfe takes toward time as I am in the fact
that these attitude® are placed in metaphoric juxtaposition
to each other, and that they are a prologue to another pair
of opposites which Wolfe places side by side,'

He place® th©

concept of time as continuous and historical on the side of
fantasy,

Wolfe explains that it was out of these arrested

*

*

*

Bew Tork'

.12 Thomas Wolfe, .look Homeward* Angel, Hew York!
Charles Scribner'*® Sons,fWf# pj 159.
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moments, out of these frozen moments of time, that Bugen®
created lii8 fantasyi "....from imaging the woman, when the

train passed, a# walking back into the bouse, lifting a
kettle from the hearth embers.**15 Thus, too, the ideas
contained 'in the words ^reality** and "fantasy” are Juxta
posed,
The concept that we get by implication from Wolfe*®
work and from hi® explicit statements about the nature of
fiction is that reality per se is so continuous, ©hanging,
and **becoming” that it is incomprehensible except as it is
reflected through the creative Imagination of fantasy which

stops it, arranges it and gives it meaning.

It is under

stood that this process leads towards truth, not away from
it*

This concept is not new with Wolfe$ it is related to a

great number of beliefs and practices of creative artists,
Coleridge believed it.

Swift used it in Gulliver*s Travels,

Milton used it in his elegy, hyeldae.
myth in terms of it*

Santayana define®

And I suppose that anyone who believes

that the fine arts reflect essential truths concerning th#
universe would have, in some way, to subscribe to this idea*
Thu®, as Wolfe has told us, he hoped **to show in each type

14

the universal, in the one, the many,**

In summary, the artist*s life of the imagination in

solitude and the Individual*s existence within the socio
logical units of family and society are the basic themes
placed in Juxtaposition*

Subsidiary to these are* the vague

13 Thomas Wolfe, .hook Homeward, Angel. lew York*
Charles Scribner*s Sons,
, §* R § *
14 The letters £f Thomas Wolfe, p. 3T.
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recollection of "a lost paradise1* and tit© present

quest

for

**an earthly paradise* to take Its place; the sentiment of •;

being a stranger in the world, and the search for lov®
wealth and fas#; the forces which carry from home th® pro
tagonist in his' process of maturing, and those which draw
him homeward again; th®' acquisition of wealth and property
(by those who want to own the earth) and the desire to ore-'
ate as a craftsman and use the earth as a farmer (those who
want to explore the

earth); and finally, transcending all

barriers, the concept of the permanenc® of time and that of
its fluidity#;

I have attempted to show in this chapter how

this balancing of themes demonstrates a carefully conceived
juxtaposition which is the very basis of Wolfe*s structure.
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vi

THE PRINCIPLE Of JUXTAPOSITION AT WORK II THE
FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE
There is a close relationship between this present
chapter, which deals with the principle of juxtaposition
as it is mirrored in the novel's figurative language, and

ray preceding chapter which dealt with the relationship
between themes.

The images, symbols and metaphoric patterns

demonstrate and elaborate upon th® themes and thus act as a
reinforcing agent to the controlling ideas*
For instance, in the prose p o m which introduces hooh
Homeward. Angel* the first image ©luster which is, repeated
many times in the novel is contained in the words M... a
stone, a leaf, an unfound doorj of a stone, a leaf, a door.
And all the forgotten faces*”

Here one must turn to the

theme of the permanence and the fluidity of time to get an
adequate explanation of this image cluster. The stone repre
sents permanence, the leaf transience, and the door represents
the way to understanding the paradox created between these two.
This is made clear by other statements Wolfe has made con
cerning timei "There is the time of rivers, mountains, ocean®
and th© earthf a hind of eternal and unchanging universe of
time against which would be projected the transience of man1®
life, the bitter briefness of his day.*1
1 !£§.

s£ Thoms Wolfe, p.
65
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The heels image of Wolfe's dualistic outlook on time
is contained in the image of; the river hecauee the river is
a symbol for both kinds of time— permanent and transient*

The river is eternal, yet never do we step into the same
river twice.
Wolfe on many occasions talks

about "the everlasting

earth”, often measuring it against the transience of human
The fundamental problem/ which he sees sad which for

life*

him is never resolved/is that a stone, so imperfect, remains,
while the leaf, so perfect, must die*

Thus one is always

searching for the door which will give access to th© solution
of this mystery*
For Wolfe, at least part of the answer was contained in
the Platonic and Wordsworthian notions of pre-existence* Th©
earth is an incommunicable prison to which we come "trailing
clouds of glory" and upon which w© live as if lost} "Re

membering speechlessly, we seek the great forgotten language,
the lost lane end into heaven, a stone, a leaf, an unfound
door*"2

A key t e a in this last statement i® "Remembering"

since, for Wolfe, it is through memory that we reconstruct
in our creative imagination the meaning behind "all the for
gotten faces*"

Thus the them® of the quest for love and under

standing and. the earthly paradise is a direct result of the
lost heavenly paradise we experienced before our birth* This

quest for love is doomed, however, because Wolfe believes that
each of us remains "forever a stranger and a l o n e * T h ® image
2 Thoms Wolf®, hook Homeward. Angel, lew Yorks Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1957. flntroductory Prose Poem)
3 Ibid** (Introductory prose poem)
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of being 'loot| or alone, or a stranger,- or searching for a
door, a resolution of the essential paradox between life and
the inanimate m i verse is a fundamental part of the imagery
belonging .to look Homeward. Angel. All of these images are
as juxtaposed as the themes which they represent.

All of

them belong to the first basic group which revolves around
the life of the artist and his search for th© buried life.
In th© first paragraph of the text, however, Wolfe

makes another important juxtaposition of imago© which moves
us into the realm of figures relating to the sociological
themes,

Th© line readsi ",*,.over the proud ooral cry of

the cook and th© soft ©ton© anile of an angel."4 Here the
sounds of the consonants are set in opposition. The alliter
ating hard "e* sounds are juxtaposed with the soft w®* sounds
further, the image of the "proud coral cry of the cock",
positioned as it is beside the "soft ©tin© smile of an angel*
suggests another fundamental problem in one of the principal,
theses of th© novel.

We can see that the "coral cry of the

cook” combine® a core of hard, unremitting reality, sharp
as coral, which like Elias excludes dreaming and fantasy,
and wakes man with the cry of th© cook to the busy world of
commerce and finance.

On the other hand, the "soft stone

smile of an angel* is symbolic of Sant*®- desire to carye an

angel•s head,

fhis i® his dream and his cherished hope. The

angel— or angel*s head— is a multifoliat® image which, in all

4 Thomas Wolfe, look Homeward. Angel, Hew York*
Charles Scribner* s S o a 0 V * 9 W * p r y e
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;

its functions* represents the aspirations'-of the'artist#
With Ban* the angel represents his isolation, and M s loneli

ness) with Gant, it represent© his desire to carve in ©tone,
to create.

For Eugene, the angel represents both since it

is through isolation that he will be able to create.

Eugene*s life is a combination of two other worlds.
Although he leans heavily towards the world of fantasy,
which is his father*®, he is forced to live in M s mother's
world of acquisition,

Thus M s life become® a demonstration

of the juxtaposition of fantasy and reality.
Another metaphor w M c h demonstrates juxtaposition even
on the first page of the, novel is expressed in the word® Hthe
seed of our destruction will' blossom in the desert, the alexin
of our cure grows by a mountain rode,n^ In one sentence, then,
destruction and cure are placed side by side; and these are

equated metaphorically with wdesertn and with "mountains,N
©lie same sentence appears again on p, 160 of the novel and the
image recurs many times throughout the work. For instance, a®

the sick Gant in M s journey southward approaches the moun
tain®, h© feels their salutary effect*

,..below him, a moun

tain stream foamed down its rooky bed,.,,there were new lands,
Hi© heart lifted,0n the other hand, in the opening pros©

poem, we saw how the waste of loss was connected to the **hot
mases** and how th® earth was pictured as an wuabright cinder”.
Another metaphoric pattern which demonstrates juxta
position can be seen in the images eoncemed with the changing
5 fhoaas Wolf®, hook Homeward. Angel, lew York* Charles
Scribner’s Sons, 1957. p. 3.
6 Ibid., p. 7,
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seasons. Death ant disease are
;

■

connected with
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the ’’bitter

and lonely winter”, whereas health Is paralleled with the
spring*

and then the marvelous hill spring earn©, green

golden, with brief spurting winds the magic and fragrance

of the blossoms, warm gusts of balsam. The great wound in
7
Oliver began to heal,”

Thus the Juxtaposed metaphoric

patterns dealing with the seasons and the topography of the

country are consistent throughout the book and they support
the character delineation and the thematic structure of the
novel.
Images of light and of darkness, of color and of ani
mal® are abundant and they follow a -pattern of connotation

which fits easily into the entire structure of the book.
Sentence® like the following are a good example* w,,,*h®
breathed over them all, his hot lion breath of desire and

fury* when he was drunk, her white pursed face, .and all the
slow octopol movements of her temper stirred him to red

8
madness.”

Here the wild and untamed fury of the king of

beasts associated with Gant la directly contrasted with the
slow, grasping, crushing and encircling power of the octopus

which is linked by metaphor to Bllaa* White is used through
out the novel in union with Elisa and as such it suggest® a
lack of color, a pale almost bloodless state recalling the

death imagery which is associated with her. Gant, on the
other hand, is paralleled, even in this sentence, with ’’red
7 Thomas Wolfe, look Homeward, ingtl. lew York,
Charles Scribner’s Son^ i9W,
1*

8 Ibid., p. 15-
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■madness. *■On page 16-of the text we~find- more metaphors' -■■
associated with him? “stained with the rich dyes’* and with
color in contrast to Eliza’s bleak whiteness,

Gant is also an artisan and is associated with meta
phors which deal with cloth making. ■ Wolf® describe® 'Gant*®,

house and garden as “hong in a dense fabric1*, and speaks of
“the velvet leafed nasturtium”, the flowers “slashed with a

1 hundred tawny dyes”• The house is also the “garment of hie
9
will” and a “rich checkered texture”.

Continuing images of

Gant *s hands are symbolic of his role as the farmer and the
artisan, whereas Eliza *8 "pursed lips" form a continuing
image of her role as a materialistic profit seeker.
fhe imagery of the "fair" or "carnival" a® contrasted
with "home" brings to the book yet another juxtaposition,
fhe carnival is a place to make money and a place of disorder

associated with Eliza* fhe order and ritual of home and fami
ly life is associated with Gant*, fhe carnival is central t©
the.whole_area of mercantile and capitalistic desire which

belongs to Eliza,

lllza "thinking of this in the dark

■pursed her lip® with thoughtful satisfaction, unhumourously

seeing herself at work in the carnival, taking away cpaite
easily from the hands of folly what it had never known how
10

to keep".'

Eliza, therefor®,

la associated

with the carnival.

Three times in the novel we meet the imagery of the
carnival and each time
, 9

terrible

w?l f e * & 8 Z L & &

consequences ensue. Before

SHSSii

m $ l *

Oharlee Seribner’e Sons, 1957, p* 14-15.

*«" York*

10 Ibid*, p. 18, («&r italics)
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n
these'three-disasteror however, the concept of the carnival

1® carved into'-the reader*® mind because of Eugene*® reaction
to.it when he got® to the fun house at the St* Louis World*®
Fairi
His mind, Just emerging from the unreal,
wilderness of ehildish fancy, gave way
completely in this fair, and he was

paralyzed by the eoavietioa, which often
returned to .him in later year®, that his
life was a fabulous nightmare and that,
by cunning and ©©aspirate artifice, he
had surrendered all his hope, belief, and
confidence to the lewd torture of demon®
masked in human flesh* Half sensible,
, and purple with gasping terror, he cam#
out finally into the warm practical sun
light.11
Here the image of the carnival i® associated with nightmare®,

which is another area of imagery running through the book*
At the end of the episode at the St. Louis Pair in 1904#
Eliza and Gant lose their son, Grover, and the elements' and
seasons are in sympathy*
There was the rustling of autumn winds, a
whispering breath of departed revelry*
carnival was almost done,.*.Then presently
eaeh thought of the other* they felt suddenly
the horror and strangeness of their sur
roundings, " They thought of the vine-wound
house in the distant mountain®, of the roaring
fires, the tumult, the cursing, the pain of
their blind entangled live®, and of the
blundering destiny whieh brought"them here
now in thi® distant place, with death, after

the carnival*© close.12

Here 1® an explicit contrast between vine-wound home in the
mountains .and the carnival, a Juxtaposition of symbols rep11 Thomas Wolfe,
Charles Scribner*® Son®
12 l i * »

Hew fork*

P. 4?
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i
;

resenting opposed values.

■fhe-'dshth of Grover was the first disaster to come to
I
-'
:
Blisa as compulsively she strove t© break tie# with home and
family and go out to make her fortune*

Her conduct in this

regard Is"treated as though it were unnatural and she is
punished for it*. wIhe death of Grover gave Bliss the most
terrible wound of her life., her courage was snapped, her

glow but powerful adventure toward freedom was absolutely
stopped*

Her flesh seemed to turn rotten' when she thought

of the distant city and the fain she was appalled before
the hidden adversary who had struck her down,”1^
then Sant and lllsa returned to Altmont and "During
the grim winter the shadows lifted slowly, Gant brought back
the roaring fires, the groaning succulent table, the lavish
and explosive ritual of daily’life, fhe old gusto surged
back in their lives.113,4

fhe roaring fires, food in great abundance, ritual and
ceremony are all symbolic of Gant *s values which'are homecentered*. fhe opposite is true of

Mim* 'She wears

hand-

me-down sweaters rather than build a,fire,. When she is alone,
it becomes a Joke that eh® subsist* on sou®* Completely dis
organised, she is surrounded with the chaos of old bottles
and bit® of string*
. After Slice recovers fro® the death of Grover her cos13 fhoaas Wolfe, Look Homeward* Aassl* lew York*
Charles Scribner'** Sons, iS^Tr J5T41,
14 Ibid*,* p* 50.
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n
puleiw-iesire-for 'Wealth-and 'property forces her to abandon
her tea® and open a fcmg«'lM»araixig*fcsus« in Altmont which her
family symbolically call® nthe tea*,

lot satisfied with

this,, ©he journey® into'the South searching for the likely
locations to open

mem bcarding-houses,, On one of these

occasions, she take® Bugen* and goes to lew Orleans at the

Marti Oras season*

Shortly after her return from fhie © a m i -

val -Sunt, suffer® a crippling attack of rheumatism which
permanently affects hi® ©nee powerful and artistic hands*

fhue the farmer m i the artisan*.through the symbol of the
hands* is crippled as Slissa, the capitalist* again wins in
the world.of esniwl,
fhe .last disaster associated with the camitmi i®. des
cribed near the end of the newel* tti® time Sageae* following

hi® mother*® desire for financial independence* goes to.work
in.the dockyard®*. .lather than go home* he spends a terrible
summer, after a year at the university, trying to make money,

it".one point he nearly starves, and the swssmer is climaxed
by a trip to a Mtroiwal ©a the beach,

fhen, shortly after

his return to college* 'he is notified that his brother Ben
is dying of pneumonia*
$hu® the. value system® represented by H isa and Sant
are syisboliaed. by the "oamlml® and whomeM, figure® which
represent notions which .are Aiametrleally opposed.

One of the most interesting use® ©f the principle of
juxtaposition in the novel can be seen in the creation of

mood*

I think.X baa demonstrate this effectively if we
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tuna to the most exciting scene--in the first part of the.
hook, the scene which relates Hugenef® birth, Several pages
of. mood creation precede the actual birth#, but since these
would be too long to quote in their entirety 1 shall demon
strate the process by a series of shorter quotations* Wolfe
uses alternating sounds, and profits from the already ex
isting conflict between Gant and Elisa.
We are told ©f Sant *& "great voice below# chantins:
obscenities*; then mshe heart the sudden wild roar of flam®
up the chimney, shaking the house,” ”she whispered, son,
he* 11 b u m us up*, then “they heart a chair fall heavily
below, hie cure*! they heard hie heavy reeling stride---

they heart the sagging creak of the stair-rsil as hi® body
swung against it, *K® *s coming, she whispered”,
followed by

this is

Gant roared, pounding the flimsy door heavily

with his great fist,..-howliiy at her”, “he screamed a sermon
of profanity and woven invective”

she lay in her.white

faced calm” ”...,he knew she would not answer....are you there#
I say are you there# woman? he howled barking his big knuckle®
in a furious bombardment ”, “There was nothing but the white
living silence,”1-*
At the risk of minimizing Wolfe's total effect, I have
condensed the scene to demonstrate as clearly as possible the
Juxtaposition of howl® and whisper®.*

Hood creation, through

the interplay of opposing forces, is a device which Wolf#
15 Thomas Wolfe# hook Homeward, Angel, p, 22-2?.
Italics),.
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n
uses "'ajpdarauft -''''''again'in-'the-novel* -■Actually the reader
should be directed to the several pages la the novel where

this seen® takes place to see how the contrast grows con
tinuously and how* at the end, Wolfe reverses' the entire
use of sounds to achieve yet another effect*

low Slissa makes

the howls .and tent sleeps* "When the great pangs of birth be
gan in Elisa*««*hs slept*

through'the patient pain and care

of doctor* nurse and wife*"21®

In Chapter Til of the text there Is another interest
ing example of -mood creation through Juxtaposition* this
chapter deals with Gant *s last great voyage* a Journey to
California.

On his return home, when he is riding the street

ear* M s mind begins to wander*

Some critic® have pointed

out that this section 1® a demonstration of Wolfe's attempt
to use the stream of consciousness technique.

But actually

it has act about it those elements ©f seemingly irrational
logic characteristic ©f the pure flew of the conscious - or
the subconscious., there is about it a distinct "ambiance"
©f nostalgia} yet the stream is suddenly stopped in several
place® when Gant i® brought back to reality* Wolfe ha® M m
enter into a conversation, cr Wolfe Maeelf devotes an ap
parently extraneous paragraph to a description which Gant
may not even be sensitive to*

A definite

mood is created by

alternating t M s dream state with reality*
Chapter XI? depends ©a Juxtaposition for its mood, la
t M s chapter, w® get a view of fhe whole of society in the

16 Ibid.* * p, 27*
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■little town of Altmant, just before dawn, * In order to render
this comprehensive

view Wolfe proceeds to leap from place to

place in M s description of the town.

He describes what is

going on in several places and he juxtaposes one episode
against another in such a carefully worked out pattern that
the net result i® the feeling in the reader that he is some
where above the cloud® looking down and seeing the entire
town all at one time.

Wolfe chooses the pre-dawn hours for

t M s bird *s-eye 'view of the t o m because lees- is going on and
the totality of the image is easier to achieve, fhe resultant
mood in the

reader Is one in w M e h he says to Maself, "I

'know this place} 1 know it well*., this episode can be compared
with James Joyce’s ’’Wandering locks** episode in Dubliners.
In Chapter III?, in s description of Eugene’s wander
ing with friend® through town, Wolfe attempts to capture the
mood of a boy who, on the one tend, is sensitively attuned to

fhe imaginative,, the .lyrical,.' Mid the sublime appeal of liter
ature and, ©a the other, embraces a life in the world of al
most sordid realism, A terrible irony is built up in t M s
section by juxtaposing, -lines of poetry with the most rugged
kinds of conversation and description.

During the wandering® of the friends described in t M s
chapter, laiph offers Julius a bite of his tobaccot
MWsat a chew. Julef he said.
Julius took the twist, wiped off M s mouth, with
a loose male grin, and crammed a large quid into
M s cheek.
He brought me roots of relish sweet.
Wan t one High pockets?*1 he asked Eugene,
grinning.
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hate him that would upon the rock of this

WQyIlir'sirot®!^^
‘T * * ...■
“iiell", said Ralph Rolls, '"'’Handsome would
©mrl up and die if he ever took a chew.n
M ffllkg, ii^e torpid snakes S enemies
awaken, i
At ihe comer of Church Street, across from
the new imitation fudor of the Episcopal
Church, they paused. Above them, on the hill,
rose the- steeples of the lethodist and Preshy*
terian^urchee. Xe ant.la.ne aglraa, je diaiSSS.
Some ©ritios have ©omsaented on the episodic structure
of look Homeward. Angel, but none to my knowledge has com*
m a t e d on the order lmplio.it in the arrangement of these

episodes,

fhe order la one we should expect, namely, that

of the Juxtaposition of opposites. I believe Chapter I? ©an
be meed

as a

source ©f illustration* fhis chapter is devoted

to several episodes in the first two or three years of Eugene*s

life* fhe first short description tells us of Eugene's ran*
©option into the family*

fhis episode is Immediate, well

sprinkled with dialogue an# touched with warmth and humour,
fhe reader is involved intimately with the family circle* fhe
second episode,■in direct contrast to the first, is extremely
©old and formal*. It. deals with fhe time ■of Eugene1# birth in
relationship to the history of the world. In this the his
torical consciousness which we discussed earlier in Chapter
III of the thesis is brought into fruition. Her® the author
establishes the time, the beginning of the twentieth century,
the year 1900.

He tell® u® what is happening around the

17 K a m a , Wolfe, I g & Homeward, Angel, p. 270. («jr
Italics).
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world at this parbtmil&r time sad-theft he moves backward ■
through the centuries to the time when ♦♦thirty or forty
million years before, oar earliest ancestor® had crawled

oat of the primeval slime.'*3'® fhe synthesis is apparent,
for Eugene Is not only related t© the immediate surroundings
but to the whole world and t© all time, as i© every m m * I

have already cswented on the idea in the »©vel which sees
the characters not only as products of the present time and

of their own lives, but as the sum of all that has passed
in history of all aeti*
She remainder of Shapter 17 is essentially divided

into two more episodes which show the patters, emerging, fhe
first 1® important because it illustrate® an important event
in Sugene** mtu»ti«,..

Sts.gamwimg ■ability find® him. learn

ing to us® sounds intelligently

m symbols*,:Sis first word®

sr« an imitation of *Swain* s cow*. Btgen® realise® there are
two side® to the use of language*. He realise© *that hi® first
escape must come through language*,1’® but he la aware at the

same time ■that,-as far as the rest of hi® family 1® concerned,
“even 'their speech, their entire fluidity and ease of movement
were but meager communicants of their thought and feeling,

and served often not to promote understanding but to deepen
•and widen strife* bitterness and prejudice*.20

Despite the

feet that language seemed to lead to both enlightenment and

18 fhoaas Wolfe* hook Homeward. Angel. j|* 30,
19 Ibid.*. b. 30.
20 Ibid.*, p# 31*
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confusion, ligmi believed■■that -■languege held the "key ■to
love and to- •the earthly paradise** for which he searched.
fhe next episode place# in juxtaposition, stresses
the frailty of life and its nearness to death*

Eugene is

almost killed in an accident Involving a horse and wagon.

Thus the juxtaposition of these two episode® place® Eugene
in the midst of life an# also in the midst of death.
Mother juxtaposition of episodes which stand® out
because of the death in life pattern can be seen in Chapter
XXX*

fhe first episode involve® us in a terrible moment of

truth,
he is

Gant returns hose

roaring an# drunk. Hesense® that

dying,, and suspects that he has cancer,

fhe episode

ends with the wordai

•Is it cancer? I say, is it cancer?”
•lush! she ©ried, «Io. Of course noil. Don't be foolish,”
If# fell back ■exhausted, with eyes closed. But they -knew
that it wa®.
He ha# never been told,', fhe terrible name of hi® malady
was never uttered, save by him*, ted in his heart he knew
— * -what they all knew and -never spoke of before him —
that it was, it was eaneer, ill;day, withfear-stark
eyes, Sant had sat, like a broken statue, among hi®
marbles, drinking.
It was ©sneer*21
Within four hundred word® lugea# i® ©aught up in the great
love of the book,
Laura! %

life is overflowing in him,

*My dear

dear Laura! " he said in a choking voice, •My sweet,

my beautiful Laura!

My lovely Laura* I love you* I love you,”

The ©lash between life and death is no more poignantly
brought out than at this point, where the very placing of
21 Thomas Wolfe, Look Homeward* Angel, p. 360
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j■thr episodes -for©®#" us to -reoogoift* that ■lift ■and ■love go
:©a even in presence of, -death*
fte:'fstterB'''of^iuirfeat©'slag opposites Is continued in
;the arrangement of chapters and the material covered in each,
fhe first four chapter® are a single wait la the sense that

;Wolf® initiate® la these the characters ©ad the- major themes*
Juxtaposition la these chapters is internal and belongs to
the areas already discussed,*. ■
Chapter V* however* moves'the action of the story out
of the family olrele and home environment which has been

established and into a new milieu.

Eliza takes the family

to the it*- Louis World'*® fair and establishes them in a
boarding-house which ®h® operates*
Grover’s death drive© Hiza

Tragedy in the for® of

and her family back into Gant*©

wonderful ho®et the refuge in the hills,*.

Chapter 11 es

tablish*'® this ritualistic and ordered environment in juxta
position to the ehmo* of St*, Louis and the World*© fair*.

Chapter fll tell® of Cant*® Journey to California and
his return home*.

It is a kind of synthesis sine® it con

sider® both the journey and the 'home*

la this case however

there ha© been a uniting of the best features o f .both* This
journey i® not for profit but for exploration*

It is a

Ulyssean voyage and- the trip home i® not tragi© but tri
umphant*

Chapter fill and Chapter IX consider two'aspects of a
new theme ©entered around a. new character*
into the spotlight.

low Eugene steps

In the first of these chapters Eugene *e
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■drt vu ■for -an essential -

•-fii®- love

of introverted reflection fed vicariously from the stream
of literature and hi® own fantasy are ©haraeteristie.

At

the end of this chapter and the beginning of the next Eugene
is thrust out -into the real world of school and neighbourhood.

fhe irony ©aught here 1® very powerful.

M e beautiful im

aginings ar©' contrasted against the lewdities and obscenities

of the classroom and the back alleys*

fhe boys snicker and

write vulgar poems

about their teacher® and the pig-tailed

prim little girl®.

At the end of Chapter IX another synthesis

is hinted at*

Eugene discovered aneioat myths s "where the

will and the deed were not thought darkly on* he spent him
self, tallied in golden meadows* or in the green light ©f

wood#* is pagan love.*2"
2
Chapter X.continme® the attempt by lagim© t© reconcile
the strange and terrifying desire of M s parent® to thrust :
him out into the work-a-day world with M s own attempt to

find the buried, life*

lie ha® to sell the Saturday Evening

•Boot with hi® brother Bike, tout brother Baa live# la a world
apart*

He receives pocket money from tooth tout he realises

there Is a® essential difference.. . Bike give® because, he

wants

gratitude in return* Ben give® altruistically, thus

Btgime had to resolve at eight years of age the •**»**
torturing parados of the

ungenerous-generous

f the ©elftab-

unselfish, the noble-base."

22 fhomas Wolfe, feck Homeward. Angel, p* 90.
& Itffr* * '9<V-
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■

Chapters XI and XII font-a. -single-unit*

The®#-©top-

"ters '©stublisb 'Hito*®: '-world 4a toy boarding-house called
Bixi.elsnd*, 'Eugene ■is forced to' 'lire '
"
:1» her world*.' In chap
ter XXII# however, he finds M e e*e*p* in travel and in the

imaginative world generated by M e travels#. *3o did M s
boundaries stretch into enchantment —

into .fabulous and.

solitary -wonder.broken only by--Hiss*®-stingy practicality*
24
by. her lack, of magnificence in a magnificent world*”
fh# pattern of juxtaposing the chapters can be noted
b y 'the'-reader''as he develops an awareness of Wolfe’s inten

tion*

In this ease as in every other case w ’.en the prin

ciple is at work, the author desires the .reader to. enter a
new dimension#dimension where opposites are fused into
new meanings and '-totalities, beyond" the.' scope, of ..ordinary

logic*. ■ Thu* the.author defends on the intuitive power.of
the reader'to see beyond :end- grasp -'significance which is
the result of the -position held in an ordered structure.

24 Thomas Wolfe, look Homeward* Angel* p.* 128*
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GOSOLTOXQff

Burtag the final day® of the study that has boom pre
sented is t M s thesis a recently published booklet on fhomas

1

Wolfe written fey 0, Hugh BolMuat ' ctae t© ay attention*

la

t M s pamphlet published fey the 'ffijiversity of Jttanesota tress#
Hr* Holman begin® M,® study with these words*
Thomas Wolf® grappled is frustrated ami deatomi©
fury with what he ©ailed »tb* strange and hitter
miracle of life,8 a miracle which he saw in pat- ’
ters of opposites* The elements of life and of
art seem to tew® existed for him as congeries of
contradictions, and he could not understand a
thing until it® negation had h«#n Wrought forth#
the setting down of these opposites is the most
obvious single characteristic of his work.**.

Thus Hr*, Holma- was working independently but ©a the
same problem* 'X mm .happy to see; that my iebiiiled structural
analysis of look Homeward* ingJtl corroborates. M s more gen
eral statement*

1 S.* Hugh Holman is Kenan professor of iSnglish and
c h a i » « of the department at the University of Korth Carolina
the university which Thomas Wolfe attended m an undergraduate
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m m & i x

a

(a continuation @f the study develeped in Chapter If of the
thesis)
geferem©© to Oant mo an artisan and * farmer an® often eon*
tvaeteA with references to Bliss as s woman of property and
m m m m who was like m man, These reference® can be found
on pages*
10, 11, 15, 14, 15, 16, 55, 54, 55, 59,

82, 85, 84, 117, 119, 161, 162, 163, 193,
349, 360, 365, 396, 425.

M abundance of good things to eat and drink is associated
with fliutt or with those who display (Jantian characteristics*
The sparsity of these things is connected with Blissa sad with
the Pentlamd side of the family. References to this jmts*
position of opposite traits can be seen on the following pages
of the novel*
8, 13, IS* 25, 33, 34, 39, 41, 42, 44, SO, 51,
52, 13, 54, 55, 56, 57, 60 , 61, 62 , 63, 54,.
65, if, 70, 76, 94, 95, 107, 108, 112, 113,
115, 116, 117, 118, 128, 129, 132, 133, 147,
152, 153, 158, 161, 162, 163, 188, 189, 215,
230, 258, 244, 262, 349, 365, 374, 397, 411,
415*
the ©Ktian love of rhetoric, bombast and the noble rant of
the theatre is juxtaposed with the bird-like winks and nods
mud the rambling tali of the f«tiamds% for reference to
these characteristics see the following pages!
3, 4, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 15, 16, 20, 22, 24,
28, 5f, 40, 41, 51, 52, 53, 55, 64, 65, 67,
68, §3, 84, 108, 111, 112, 118, 126, 158,
165, Ifl, 175, 177, 190, 203, 213, 214, 217,
221, 223, 232, 235, 236, 237, 238, 305, 367,
fhe char«MCtsristlcs ©f both lea and lake are separate syn
theses of their parents llisa and Oant, yet they are seen in
the novel as characters who.ar® opposites,
67, 93, 95,. 96, 98, 99, 100, 102, 157, 143,
198, 210, 111, 212, 213, 214, 242, 514, 416,
417.
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As an artisan Grant carves beautifully In atone; the Pent**
lands are noted for their constant whittling or cutting
away at their nails, fheee characteristics are placed- in
Juxtaposition*
;

4, It* If* 15, 24* 26* St, 83, 84, 176*
177* 263* '367*

fhe characteristics belonging to Itlea we. often Juxtaposed
with those associated with Sagans*
24V 54* 55* lit, 117» -118* 1ft* 198, 209,
.....
314, 404, 416, 417*
Saiay'ls contrasted with Steve*
34, 36* 37, 38, 59, 106* l§f*.123* 124,
Iff

throughout the novel Wolfe aahes allusions to mythological,
biblical or literary personalities and associate® these with
hi» own characters* fhis is an attempt to create characters
who are larger than life in order to Juxtapost them against '
reality* fhis association can be seen on the following pages*
12, 20, 23, 29, 36, 56, 64, 65* 78, 90,
- f§, 113* 121, 127, 152, 161, 16f, 173,
196, 224, 228, 229, 237, 239, 248, 268,
276, 283* 312, 329, 276, 380, 383# 384,
588, 393, 403, 412, 416, 425, 426.
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b

(a continuation of the study developed ia Ohapier T'of the
thesis)
..
The acquisition of land and prcfit-'taking from Its resale
as opposed to the us# of land by a fanasr or the exploration
of the world as an adventurer.
12, 16, 18, 42, 55, 54, 57, 94, 95, 104,
105, 108, 117, 127, 137, 150, 152, 161,
162,, 163, 368, 396, 399 , 425,
Travelling and voyage# ©f exploration
travelling and voyages for profit,

m- contrasted with

3, 4, 6, 40, 41, 42, 43, 54, 57, 58, 62,
64, 65, 89, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130,
173, 181, 215, 242, 261, 295, 296, 306,
363, 409, 422, 425, 426,
northern fart -of the United States eont**oto& with the South,
4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 40, 56, 58, 60, 61, 69,
119, 125, 127, 128, 133, 138, 265, 279,
296, 303, 329, 389, 390,
The ritual order of home as contrasted with the chaos of the
boariing^honse*
23, 35, 40, 42, 44, 46, 51, 52, 60, 64,
63, 72, 104, 106, 107, 108, 112, 113,

115, 125, 131, 132, 157, 187, 205, 223,
243, 244, 354, 357, 338, 365, 366, 387,
311, ■412.
ill fhe references to the idea ©f isolation and feeing' a
stranger in this world eoimeotoA to the thon* of tb® lest
paradise. The image ©f the prison is associated with isolotion,
5, 10, 13, 18, 19, 31, 47, 48, 57, 66,
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 86, 93,
112, 115, 117, 125, 130, 132, 159, 160,
166, 167, 177, 178, 180, 244, 245, 255,
297, 341, 349, 352, 396, 412, 420, 422.
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Oity ■lif© MT-ftppeMd-to Tillage' culture*.
25, 58, 89, 96, 113, 114,'118, ■lit,. 121,'
125, 129, 144, 193, 208,'209,-210, 234,'
350, 351, 426.

fhe lost paradise of order, love and perfection before birth
and to some extent continuing into childhood and the pist
for a worldly paradise of low, fane and wealth A«y©l@pimg:
as the hero grows older#
4, 5, 30, 31, 32, 34, 61, 70, 71, 78, 84,
85 , 87 , 88, 89 , 90 , 93 , 95, 101, 1.07, 111*
115, 117, 122, 134, 159, 160, 164, 169,
173, 179, 191, 227, 229, 242, 244, 245,
254, 266, 297, 326, 329, 341, 342, 343,
357, 363, 369, 380, 384, 394, 425, 426,
427*
fhe tragic consciousness of the shortness of maa*s life and
Its dependence on accident and chance as opposed to the u»awareness of death and the belief In a blind destiny.
3, 5, 6, 13, 17, 18, 19, 28, 30, 43, 47,
48, 49, 52, 57, 58, 59, 62, 64, 65, 67,
83, 103, 106, 144, 146, 147, 157, 159,
160, 175,
176, 179, 180, 186, 204, 205,
209, 220,
223, 228, 230, 231, 240, 244,
245, 276,
297, 298, 306, 312, 325, 328,
349, 352,
365, 380, 384, 394, 396, 397,
403, 404,
409, 412, 421, 423, 426,
fhe life of the imagination and of fantasy creation as con
trasted with reality and the lift 'in society,
22, 50, 51, 66, 67,
73, 74, 75, 76, 78,
86, 87, 88, 89, 92,
112, 117, 125, 127,
138, 159,
160, 161,
169, 170,
171, 177,
187, 196,
197, 198,
227, 229,
244, 245,
273, 274,
275, 276,
288, 290,
291, 297,
351, 352,
363, 367,

68, 69, 70, 71, 72,
79, 80, 81, 84, $5#
95, 96, 97, 98, 100,
128, 129, 132, 133,
162, 164, 167, 168,
179, 180, 184, 186,
208, 216, 224, 226,
246, 270, 271, 272,
277, 278, 286, 287,
304, 325, 329, 347,
377, 412, 423, 426.
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flu® m m precession seen in historical perspective ®ai time
stepped m& frosea by the mlad and the imagination, The train
image is tafiaa associated with time moving whereas dream
images are linked to- time frosen,
17, 19, 28, 29, 30, 50, 53, 57, 5®, 60,
62, 66, 87, 153* 134, 139, 158, 139, 160,
179, 180, 204, 205, 223, 228, 244, 245,
250, 276, 297, 298, 352, 363, 378, 380, 382
384, 412* 421.

An essential ieelatiea and the desire fer a private ant buried
life as opposed to the brawling .ant elaa^reuii ■life-in the fam
ily ant satiety*
•• ■ •
31, 66, 67, 68, 69, 74, 75, 86, 91, 92, 93,
96, 97, 110. 116, 117, 125, 126, 127, 128,
134, 159, 160, 161, 166, 167, 169, 349,
192, 229, 249, 250, 325* 336, 347, 355,
363, 365, 372, 379, 380, 384, 598, 401,
404, 407, 412, 417, 420, 422, 427.
the erier ef heme eentrastei.-with the disorder si the car
nival,
18, 33, 54* 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 69,
lit, 123, Ii§#."129. - .
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{a ooatisniAtlea of the study developed 4a Ohapte* VI of the
thesis)
fhe river images as they art oonaeotod with #aat and the
oetapol images as they are ooaaeotod with Hiss#*.'
15, 44, 41, 46, 57 , 64, 65, 69,. 129*

Shoot ismgm m ooaoemed with th© theme of the loot para
dise as opposed to angel images ©oaoewei with the theme of
the thsst for mm earthly ■paradise of lore, fame, artistic
fulfillment and wealth,'
5, 4, 5, 8, 13, 16,
66, 68, 73, 74, 82,
111, 138, 145,159,
226, 227, 243,244,
341, 343, 349,351,
409, 412, 423*

30, 31, 47, 57, 60,
93, 102, 103, 104,
160, 221, 222, 223,
243, 255, 257, 297,
352, 369, 380, 397,

fSemitain and hill Images as eoneernsd with good things and
images of the desert or hot .mass® or of eiaders a® ooneamoA
with the bad*
3, 5, 6, 7, 48, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 64,
78, 89, 111, lli, l?3, 158, 160, 100,
192, 217,
229, 282, 305, 311, 314, 343,
352, 355,
362, 363, 368, 375, 376, 577,
378, 379,
380, 382, 396, 412, 424.
Th© faint bell and h e m images oonneofed to the theme of the
lost paradise* ■
6, 31, 32, 68, 71, 73, 74, 77, 78, 161,
167, 169,
170, 172, 173, 344* 245, 296,
304, 362,
369,376.
The hand image# as opposed to the pursed lip# image*
4, 8, 9, 14, 18, 19, 38, 39, 43, 34, 55,
65, 67, ft, 103, 105, 106, 112, 113, 117,
Ilf, 130,
131, 165, 171, 174, 175, 176,
177, 188,
189, 190, til, 217, 219, 236,
296, 349, 365.
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White, pale, bloodless as associated with IXisa. lei and
vivid colours associated with Gant,
15, 16* 19* 20, 22, 52, 53, 5?, 62, 64,"

67, 73, 130, 166, 171, 174, 175, 202,
.. 204, 221, 231, 359, 366.

Soaring fires associated with (taut* Mttle fires and
'burning embers associated with Bliss*
■.
26, 41, 50, 63*. 64*. 65*. 108, Ilf, 141,
224, 409.
Baptismal imagery assooiatei -with the these of'the lost
paradise*
61, 131, 112, 367, 384, 307*

uood things associated with the Spring .and Sasaer placed in
op position to bad things occurring in the fall aat Winter,
5, 7, 8, 18, 32, 47, 49, 50,
60, 66, 69, 78, 82, 94, 106,
121, 137,
138,139, 148, 149,
168, 169,
170,172, 176, 185,
205, 217,
225,249, 250, 268,
330, 336,
343,348, 552, 355,
395, 396, 407,409, 422, 423.

55, 57, 59,
115, 116,
166, 167*
189, 199,
311, 326,
356, 376,

fh» time immutable of earth ant rivers &s 'opposed to the
transient time.of ®an*» lifef the use of the stone as an
image of time immutable and the leaf as'tin# transient*
4, 6, 58, 64, 65, 82, 93, 153, 134, 352,
245, 375, 412.
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